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Minutes
IlkWorking Group Organizational Meeting
A;',. ,;dy 	to Identify Research Issues in the Area of 'Electromagnetic
Ti,eitsurements and Signal Handling of Remotely Sensed Ae,ta
The mv.,gting was held of August- 6th and 7th,	 1951 0 	at ERIM in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.	 The following people attended:
Fred Billingsley,	 JPL, Don Lowe, ERIM
Lloyd Candell, SBRC Bob MacDonald, NASA/JSC
; Bob Dye, ERIM Varvin Maxwell, NASA/GSFC
" Dan Held,	 JPL Robert Pelzmann, Lockheed
Roger Holmes, GMI Bob Powers, ERIM
Mike Holter of ERIM welcomed the group. Following a round of
self-introductions, Bob MacDonald outlined the organization and
need for the four studies to define basic research issues: scene
radi..ation and atmospheric effects, mathematical pattern recog-
nition and' image analysis, information evaluation and utilization,
and electromagnetic measurements and signal handling. Roger
Holmes described and displayed the output documents of two studies
already completed and about to result in a NASA Applications
Notice, and distributed a sketch of several issues in sensors
and signals to stimulate discussion ( attached).
r
Following these introductory events each member of the group
was asked to give a first impression of current fundamental
research issues in sensors and signals, resulting , in this list;
1. Radar ( SAR) reflectometry
2. SAR processing speed
3. Registration, including overlay of SAR and optical imagery
4. Entire, system radiance calibration
5. Lack of requirements for both sensors and systems
6. Cost--effective system architecture	 -	 r
7. Availability of A-tapes; general data availability
-8. Atmospheric effects
9. Non-digital solutions
10. Spatial pattern recognition
11. Performance metric (a general image formation and
processing problem)
12. Spectral " filter requirements
136 Radar image processing
14. The elevation, parallax, look-angle problem
15. Geoid shape, satellite ephemeris, satellite attitude
16. Storage,, t, ransmission, and retrieval of information
17. Systems communications and managm,ent problems
I g . Simulation
The discussion occurring during the development of this list
revealed a consensus that there appears to be a'lack of an
overall sensor and system philosophy and that workshops to
follow should focus on the development of such a philosophy..
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Dan Held and Bob Powers described areas of concern in SAR sensors
and systems.	 Utilization of imagery ,from SAIL is not adequately
addressed; work is needed to learn how to use SAR imagery in
conjunction with visual and infrared imagery for various 	 tasks.
kF ,	 A better understanding of	 radar beam-scene interaction is necessary
in this	 regard.	 Comparison of edge location techniques in active
microwave imagery and visual/infrared imagery along with the
folding in of	 topographic data is an area of 	 interest as well.
Image formation from SAR data at reasonable rates may not be a
fundamental research problem except in a computt:r science sense,
but currently fast operations at 	 1/600th real time could be
improved by a factor of
	
2 to	 10.	 SAR preprocessing,	 as distinct
from image formation,	 is not routine and will generate fundamental
research issues.	 Current systems do not make use of 	 the full;
information content potentially available in both the amplitude
and phase in the received signal; 	 this may be a fruitful avenue
of investigation.
Visual and infrared sensors were discussed with emphasis on
geometric and radiometric measurement integrity and the problems
anticipated in array sensors.	 Wide-field high-resolution optics,
la=rge uniform filter layers over thousands of detectors, 	 real-
=`'	 time radiance recalibration,	 destr ping,	 open_ loop charge transfer
electronics calibration,	 and the degree and irreversibility of
o'n-board calibration processing are all seen as generators of
potential array problems,	 some of which may define fundamental
research issues.	 Current difficulties with large arrays for the
short wave and thermal infrared spectral regions seem large in
spite of long and well-funded development by agencies other than
NASA.	 The general problems that will arise in attempts to
F	 calibrate,	 register,	 and rectify data efficiently from	 10	 to	 30
meter instantaneous field of view sensors are expected to
influence sensor and platform system architecture.	 The classical
'	 problems of deciding upon spectral sampling strategies	 (e.g.,
wavelength bands),	 IFOV,	 noise equivalent radiann.e_, 	 and other
general system specificationo have not advanced a great deal
beyond the situation when Thematic Mapper specifications were
argued out in	 1975.	 Hence the continuing need for the development
of a sensor philosophy and the appropriate simulation models to
predict results emanating from choice options within the
philosophical framework.
Data preprocessing was a topic considered by the earlier study
on mathematical pattern recognition and image analysis.	 Because
of the obvious coupling between sensor radiometric and geometric
measurement integrity and preprocessing ease and efficiency, 	 it
was discussed as part of this study as well.	 There is agreement
that a key issue is the optimum user transfer points in the
preprocessing chain considering allocation of preprocessing_ costs
in time, money,	 and user frustration. 	 It was felt that
preprocessing and data d-insemination and communication are	 f
intertwined in the whole question of data availability and
timeliness.
I 
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The work of the group in this meeting culminated in a statement
of objectives, formation of a modified schedule of workshops
to achieve the objectives, and assignment of participant
identification responsiblities for-each workshop
The objectives are:
1. Define specific areas of pursuit (of fundamental research
in sensors and signals) that are mission/instrument
independent.
2. Define a program which will lead to definition of sensor/
systems requirements for various missions.
o Identify alternate systc:,-as approaches.
o Identify sensor/system commonalities.
The workshop plan and assignments are:
it Workshop 1	 General Sensor and Data Processing Philosophy
and Data Handling, Dissemination, and Communication. To be
held at NASA/JSC in early to mid October, 1981. Holmes and
Lowe to plan program, select participants. To include a
presentation and discussion of the first three fundamental
research studies from the principal investigators thereof,
and working discussions from representatives of the Hughes,
GE, GSFC, EROS data acquisition and dissemination chain
2. Workshop 2
	
Geometric Registration and Rectification. To
be held in conjunction with a NASA/Headquarters meeting on
these topics at the Xerox training center near Washington,
D. C., on November 17 or 18 through 20, 1981, tentatively.
Billingsley with assists from Dye and MacDonald to coordinate
with Headquarters.
3. Workshop 3	 Visual,, Infrared, ', *-;  l Passive Microwave Sensors.
To be held at NASA/GSFC in Jan,..,.",,^ or February, 1982. Maxwell
and Pelzmann (possibly Hovis, alhu) to plan program, select
participants.	 a
4-. Workshop 4
	
Active Microwave Sensors and Image Formation/
West Coast Visual, Infrared, and Passive Microwave Input.
To be held at JPL in January or February, 1982. Elachi,
Candell and Powers to plan program, select participants.
56 Working Group Meeting	 To finalize and edit recommendations
for the final report. To be held at Lockheed Missiles and
Space Division, ;Palo Alto, in March, 1982.
The meeting closed with a -tour of some of the Applications
Division facilities and activities at ERIM, including a presentation
of current AgRIST'ARS work by Bill Malila.
Rog	 A. Holmes
,t
rA SKETCH OF SEVERAL ISSUES
Orbit Ephemerides
It is generally accepted that knowledge of the position and velocity
vectors of an Earth observational satellite is essential for fine adJust-
meet of the orbit and efficient reduction of data to geodetic coordinates,
Current capabilities appear to locate the satellite to within 100 to
1,000 m or so. French SPOT" quotes cross -track, altiatudert , and down-range specs
of several hundred to as much as 2,000 m, GPS Phase I is expected to
achieve 5 to 70 m resolution in position and 0.01 to 0.13 m/sec resolution
in velocity; Phase II is to achieve 2 to 15 m in position and 0.01 to 0.05
m/sec in velocity. Question is, what accuracy in estimates of r and r is
essential, and in terms of ground or on-board preprocessing where, and in
	 a
what Way do these estimates enter the geometric data processing?
	
ry
.	
a
Satellite Attitude Estimation & Control 	 i
In addition to knowledge of the satellite state in inertial space,
r, and r complete state description assuming the satellite to be a rigid
body requires three angles and angular rates of body-fixed coordinate
axes. LANDSAT controlled to within 0.7 degree with respect to local	 j
vertical and orbit velocity vectors on three axes and estimated actual
attitude to within 0.07 degree. SEASAT called for ± 0.50 in all axes
with estimation of ± 0.2 degree in pitch, roll, and yaw, with optical sun
	
'9
and  horizon sensors. Angular rate limitations of 7urad/sec or less are
quoted for SPOT. A 1975 study by White, et.al ., at Draper Lab estimated
attitude uncertainties on the order of 20 arc seconds using a combination	
•4
of landmark updates and star updates in a hypothetical performance study.
The same question arises with respect to attitude estimation and control:
What accuracy in estimates of angles and angular rates is essential for	
x	 ^
-2
high resolution observation, and how will these estimates enter the
geometric preprocessing data stream?
Satellite and Instrument Vibrational Modes
Serious violations of the assumptions that the spacecraft, its
appendages, and its control, communications, power, and sensor components
constitute a rigid body cause a more compled state description. Larson,
et.al , at JPL conducted a study reported on in 1977 on optimal estimation
and attitude control of a solar electric propulsion
	
spacecraft, noting
that such modeling was just beginning to reach the open literature.
Sampling of attitude on LANDSAT D is planned (if memory serves) at a
little above the Nyquist frequency of the TM scan mirror fundamental
(7.210) to estimate jitter effects. There are concerns of vibrational
mode cross-talk between the TM scan mirror excitation and the MSS
	
i
r	 scan mirror excitation. Resonant mode excitation in cantilever structures
such as antenna booms, solar panels, SAR antennae must be considered when
attempting to hold instrument pointing accuracies to 20urad. or less.
Structural vibrations with periodic forcing functions may be sufficiently
deterministic to void statistical estimation. tPChniques but sufficiently 	
f
difficult to measure and of a pseudo-random nature to preclude determin-
istic correction. Question, at what resolution and for what electro-
mechanical scan/spacecraft structure combinations is this a serious
problem? Larson, et.al ., infer that modeling the non-rigid spacecraft
plus control system is not simple and may be counter-intuitive.
Sensor _ Geometric and Radiometric Calibration
Whether a sensor scans with one or more mirrors (TM is two, MSS one),
or, as in SPOT, uses a plane mirror setting to determine the array swath }
cross-track location, or doesn't mechanically scan at all, the problem 	 ^'
» 3 w
of determining the true geometric relation of the centroid of the IEOV
of the target and the centroid of the optical detector or the angular
position of the antenna (or antenna array) main lobes even if the
spacecraft attitude is perfectly known. Scanning mirror positions
would have to be known to within 10urad on TM across about a 0.1 rad scan
to maintain 1/2 pixel integrity, or one part in ten-thousand. Solid- sate
detector arrays appear to have inherent spatial integrity, and laboratory
calibration of the true optical axis and best focus would negate problems
associated with mechanical scanners, but at a-cost of increased radio-
metric calibration requirements.
Radiometric calibration periodic updates may pose a problem in large
arrays. Moreover, since less than perfect charge transfer efficiencies
through several register loads and shifts are an inherent feature of
CTD arrays, it may be necessary to calibrate this open-loop portion of
she electronics periodically. The Status in radiometric calibration of
SAR antennae is unknown to me at this time, but five years ago it was
t
i
>s^
considered to be a problem for the finesse required for an attempt at 	
A
soil moisture estimation.
fi
Array Sensors a
a
This is certainly a hot topic for the 80's. The IEEE Transactions
on Electron Devices, Vol ED27, Jan.80, is a special issue on infrared
materials, devices, and applications. Major focus is on HgCdTe and InSb
intrinsic arrays in applications. Wellman of JPL pointed to the short
wave IR detector array problem as the number one problem in spectral
pushbroom scanners at the ERIM symposium in May '81. NIR and vis : i'ble	 w
portions of the spectrum can be done in silicon, with all the advantages
of material uniformity and processing technology developed over 'twenty-
five years. Silicon also provides the natural material for adjacent 	 j
4signal conditioning electronics while the development of bipolar and MOS
device processing in compound semiconductors is less well-advanced.
Readout strategies consistent with charge storage and transfer loss
considerations on the radiometric calibration issue may require devel-
opment. It is probable that the thin-wire problem of array processors
is no less a problem in array sensors.
Focal plane cooling of large arrays is considered to '`pose potential
problems of design.
Wide-Field High Resolution Optics
This is considered by Wellman at JPL to be the number two problem
of a multispectral array sensor. 	 Keene of Kodak showed an f/2.5
A
Schwarzschild telescope of 1.06 m focal length at the 81 ERIM symposium;
I image diameters of 4 to 6um and an MTF of at least 0.75 is achieved over
f a 150 field.	 It would appear that the conventional Cassegrain optics
will not do the job for wide field high-resolution array sensors.
1
i Data Preprocessing
Data processing and preprocessing loom as major issues in delivering 	 I
timely, calibrated, and corrected data sets to users. 	 In SAR the problem
is compounded, since significant processing is required compared to
optical sensors before one even has the data to a point where images can
be made even uncorrected as to received signal strength and geometric
integrity.
Prakash and Beyer of GE reported at the Purdue symposium in June,
81, on the scan gap problem expected to be encountered in TM, and its
correction through resampling in -a simulation study. 	 -'
6
5The entire issue of preprocessing for radiometric integrity,
registration, and rectification of multitemporal, multisensor data
sets was discussed by the pattern recognition and image analysis
working group. It is noteworthy that that group expressed a strong
need for better physical models of the sensors. It is the goal of
the TM experiment to provide World Reference System data through a
full geometric data correction and system correction program.
Throughput is considered to be a problem here, as it is in SAR
preprocessing systems.
The SPOT system will provide for data dissemination to users in
various levels of preprocessing according to need and willingness to
pay costs. That program is considered to be very ambitious, considering
the 10 m panchromatic IFOV and the sizeable off-nadir (270) pointing
capabilities.
It is not clear to me at this time what the optimum user transfer
point is in the preprocessing chain considering allocation of pre-
processor costs in both time and money. Clarification of this issue
will be made even more critical with the pehding thrust toward commer-
cialization, but with governmental units being 50% of the market for
if	 '{	 'J
j
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MINUTES
WORKSHOP I
THE REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM: DATA SOURCES, FLOWS, AND USES	 r
Workshop Organizational Philoso h 	 A NASA program to define fundamental
research issues in 	 e remo a sensing system, categorized into four inter-
connected units, began in late 1979. The units are:
1. Scene radiation and atmospheric effects (J. Smith)
2. -Mathematical pattern recognition and image analysis (L. Guseman)
3. Information evaluation and utilization (J. Estes/C. Vars)
4. Electromagnetic measurements and signal handling (R. Holmes)
Units 1 and 2 were completed in early 1981 and resulted in NASA Applications
Notice AN: OSTA: 81-B, unit 3 is nearing completion in the latter half of 1981,
and unit 4 is scheduled for completion in early 1982. This workshop is one
component of the study topic of unit 4.
Unit study leaders from units 1, 2, and 3 will present the results of
their studies for discussion. By this means we hope to achieve an integration
of the issues of the user-oriented parts of the remote sensing system, under
satnd their effects upon sensor and signal system design philosophy, and thus
identify specific research needs in sensors and signals.
A critical part of the data acquisition and flow chain, that from
sensor to the preprocessed data user/buyer, will be presented for group
discussion and commentary from the unit study leaders. Data handling, communi-
cation, and dissemination from the satellites to the EROS Data Center is the
focus, with emphasis on the amount, annotation, and irreversibility of data
preprocessing, timeliness of data availability, and appropriate user hand-off
or purchase points.
Schedule
Wednesday, October
	 14	 1981
8:00 a.m. Introduction of the Fundamental Research Program R. MacDonald
4	 8:20 a.m. Overview of the Workshop Organizational purpose , R. Holmes
r	 8:30 a.m. Atmospheric Effects R. Holmes
9:30 a.m. Thermatic Mapper and Advanced Linear Arrays) T`'
TM and MSS Preprocessing
	 )	 J. Baker, M.	 Maxwell`
1:00 P.M. Ground Data Processing Systems B. Bachofer
3:30 P.M. Scene Radiation J. Smith
Thursday, October 15,
	
1981
8:00 a.m. Mathematical	 Pattern Recognition	 Image Analysis R..Heydorn
10-:00 a.m. Information Evaluation and Utilization J.	 Estes, C.	 Vars
1700 p.m. Data Dissemination to the User/Buyer R. Thompson
t,	 4:00 p.m. Loose Ends
Friday,	 October 16,
	 1981
ti
8 :00 a.m. Total	 group discussion,
	 identification of
fundamental research issues
	 in sensors and
.'i signals systems developed
	 in the previous
two days.
',
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Minutes
Working Group Workshop
A Study to Identify Research Issues In the Area of Electromagnetic
Measurements and Signal Handling of Remotely Sensed Data
The workshop was held at the lunar and Planetary Sciencgn Institute at NASA/JSC,
Houston, on October 14, 15, and 16, 1981. The workshop structure and participant
list is attached.
The meeting opOned with a discussion by Fred Ril lingsley of the registration and
rectification workshop to be held by NASA/HQ at the Xerox Training Center in
Leesburg, Virginia. The working group plans to stay over on Thursday night,
November 19 0
 1981, and Friday Morning, November 20, 1981, after the three-day
workshop to identify research issues evolved during the workshop.
Roger Holmes presented the outcome of the atmospheric effects research issues
studies for Jim Smith, who could not arrive until later In the meeting. Major
issues are the cross-irradiance and cross-radiance from nearby pixels wed the
expression of these effects in tvijs of an atmospheric contribution to the point
spread function. The work of Ott ,&rman and Fraser Is the principal effort to date.
Marvin Maxwell presented extensive material on LANDSAT D and the Thematic Mapper
sensor, and the ground processing, communications, and control system. A copy of
overheads used is attached, as is a copy of a recent (10/23/81) NASA Applications
Notice which contains a reasonably detailed description of TM specifications and
components. Considerable discussion ensued on scan gap fill-in, missing detector
fill-in, rectification warp, and Irreversibility of resampling. The knowledge-
able researchers/users, including value-added services people will want archival
tape (A-tape) copies, wherein the full set of systemat'-. geometric and radio-
metric correction data are recorded on a header but the pixel samples are as-
received, gaps, missing detectors and all. Once the Initial TM product generation	 Y
results In a product tape (P-tape), a considerable amount of irreversible pre-
processing has been performed through fill-ins, rectification warp, and resampling;
indeed, spatial and spectral 'information have been irretrievably mixed by the very
nature of resampiing, even without scan gaps and missing detectors or samples.
(Note; The AN attached, on the LANDSAT-D Image Data Quality Analysis
Program, can be loosely read as a study of what's really on the A-tape
and what happens to it on the way to a P-tape.)
The discussion on fundamental research issues following the_LANDSAT-D, TM, and
TIPS system presentation returned to the familiar theme of a need for ask end-to-
end systems study and the effects of sensor and preprocessing systems on image
analysis by the pattern recognition community. In particular, expense caused
by overspecificatlon without sound system analysis basis for a specification was
i' discussed In connection with error budget analysis.
Following lunch, Marvin Maxwell described the multispectrai linear array (MLA)
instrument definition studies. A brief and general set of overheads is attached.
One member of the group (Candell) missed the presentations since his organization
is involved in the competitive study. Four distinct designs were presented.
i
	
	 One, the Eastman Kodak design, has been presented in open literature at the
15th ERIM Symposium by George Keene,. The issue of SWIR linear array technology
was not discussed.
L
i
ir.
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Bruce Bachofer presented fia'ther material on error budgets In the i.ANDSAT-D/TM
system. Positional errors are shown in the tables below.
Error Source	 1-a Error, meters
	
p emer-rs 	 100 cross track
	 500 along track
	
Time	 80	 It
Attitude	 123
	
123	 u
	
Alignment
	
427*	 !'	 855*	 "
	
Total RMS	 455	 1001	 41
*Offset between optical axis and attitude control system reference largely
removable after launch.
Two days after accurate position determination, the 1-a error in orbit position
and velocity Is:
 Position
	 Ve l oci t
	
Along Track	 500 m	 0.163 m/s
	
Cross Track
	
100 m
	
0.065 m/s
	Radial	 33 m	 0.65 m/s
Altitude will vary from nominal, ranging from 696 to 741 km with a variation of
19 km over any fixed latitude, Cross track variation from nominal will be + 4 km.
Attitude and jitter errors arise from attitude control system error necessary to
drive attitude control actuators, TDRSS antenna driver stepper motors, and scanner
mirror bounce. Attitude and ,jitter error la values in arc seconds are shown below.
Frequency Range	 la Error, arc sec
	 Primary Cause
0 - 0.01 Hz	 36	 Attitude control system error
0.01
	 0.4 Hz	 10	 TDRSS drive
0.4 - 7 Hz	 0.3	 TDRSS drive
Baseline expected Worst case
Roll	 0.93	 20
>7Hz Pitch
	
0.20	 2.2 Scanner mirrors
Yaw
	 0.30	 16.8
The specifications for greater than 7Hz assure that jitter gap caused by pitch and
yaw will be less than one pixel even In the worst case.
An important point was made with regard to error budgets and specifications; If an
error has to be estimated and corrected for in any event, dori l t overdesign the
hardware. As an example of this principle, a relatively simple scan mirror system
on MSS required straight forward S-curve correction. A more sophisticated scan
system on 'TM to maintain linearity does not reiove the need for correction of the
data; a simpler MSS-type system might have been less costly and the correction no
	 ?._.
more complex. Once again discussion on fundamental research issues' centered on
the need for a full system definition and design study to avoid' problems that now
crop up on the way to an apriori specified system, requiring algorithmic fixes
and patches through software.
l
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Jim Smith presented the results of the research issues study on scene radiation
modeling and atmospheric effects. He discussed types of models, ranging from
empirical to physical /physiological modelst Monte Carlo techniques and radia
tive transfer techniques have been used on crop canopies and forest canopies.
There is a need to address two and three dimensional models. The Issue of "what
good are models and what do we do with them" led to a lively discussion on how
models might be useful in Inferring trends n biophysical causes for scene
radiance behavior. This led in turn to a discussion of total system simulation
so that users might be able to dial up a typical scene for their purposes, sensor
configuration, preprocessing scheme, pattern recognition or image analysis scheme,
and see how things worked. This leads back once again to end-to-end system
definition and design,	 i
9
J
The second day of the workshop opened with a presentation by Dick Heydorn of the
research issues study in mathematical pattern recognition and image analysis.
Two major subsystems were discussed: digital Image representation and image
analysis. in the digital Image representation area issues of coarse and mixed
pixels, multitemporal behavior, texture representation, image syntax (primitives
to scene), probability density estimation in response space, dynamic behavior in
scenes, parallel image processing, and representation of multiple image data were
presented. in image analysis issues of clustering, expert systems and convergence
of evidence schemes, computer graphics analyst aids, unbiased inventory of entire
scenes ;
 increasingn ^f	 lentiona°1 survey efficiencies, and maximal data use, _ con 
(e.g., unbiased estimator with reused data, ,jackknifing) were discussed. The need
for good simulation capability arose once more. The group involved in mathematical
patters; %'-O1ognition and image anaiysis was attuned to the need for good sensor
mod 4ls ;rv4 liens i t i ve concern for preprocessing as a prelude to the development of
good >14a tal image representation. They were further aware of the output inter-
face of their subsystem on image analysis with the information user community.
Jack Estes and Charles Vars presented the current outcome of the research Issues
y
J
study in information evaluation and utilization, Several major points were made: 	 I
• There is no single theory of information value. indeed, the whole
field of placing economic value on information systems is ' Iery fuzzy
at present,
• Partial information systems can '>e misread (Bangladesh example) or,
how do you improve something you dorl't understand very well.
• The information user communit y is very diverse; most members view
remotely sensed data as ancillary data.
• Users do not have requirements they have situations imposed.
Several user issues with respect to data systems were discussed,
including geographic data bases, standardization, universal communi-
cations with details user-transparent, throughput rates, archiving/
aggregation/validation/purging -of data, the man machine interface
including display esthetics, human factors, and friendliness.
The data structures that develop will impact sensors and preprocessing
systems.
Minutes - Working Group-Workshop t
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0	 In information systems development ,  follow a seemingly simple rule;
i study what the user does, help i";rm` do It hettrr,
•	 Much of the technology of information utilization in both hardware
and software is going forward Independently from the remote sensing
systems,	 Remote sensors should be awareof developments and tech-
nology transfer opportunities.
The area of artificial
	 intelligence popularly caked "expert Systems" was descri-
bed,	 Characteristics of Such a system include:
er	 An information data base that is specific to an application,
•	 An interactive system programmed with user response and behavior
patterns in mind,
•	 Ability to ,justify performance, 	 1.00 , able to explain decisions in
terms of a line of reasoning.
	
s
• _obi' i	 y to "learn ! quickly..
i ` •	 An easily modified knowledge base.,„-:_--
Research is needed in areas of discipline conc4:,pts, conversational capabilities,
explanation capability, data base management systems,, and query development.
R. J. Thompson described the history, present state, and future plans for the
EROS Data Center digital
	 throughput.	 From 1972 to 1974 digital data demand was
minimal; by 1974 to 1978 there was a ftbrfold increase in tape demand but photo
Imagery still accounted for over 90% of the data demand.	 Prior to 1978 the
digital	 tapes were essentially uncorrected.	 In the last year and a half
processed digital	 tape has been routinely available, and the value of the{
LANDSAT tape a'rchl o has become apparent.	 Geometric correction through
resampling has been put in oniy recently.	 Archival	 tapes became available
In June, 1981, and 161 scenes/day frrAn MSS were being processed in September,
-1981.	 Old format tapes demand is about 9/days, new format demand is 4/day,
expected to rise to 15/day.	 At $300/tape current user demand is 22% federal
r , government, 3% state and local governments, 9% universities, 22% industrial,
F `tf 7% individual, and 37% foreign users.	 It takes 40 days to get data after
1 acquisition'; a future goal
	
is	 10 to 14 days.	 CCT costs are expected to rise
to $1,000/scene, with NOAA forced to charge a TDRSS fee and ground data
handling Uystem fee.	 it is,,feit that a factor of 10 increase over the $300 /tape
would' effectively kill the program.
	
Concerns were expressed in the working
group over the NASA-NOAA-commercial transition status.
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Hardware and software specific system issues were discussed, Specialized
ore-of-a-kind equipment maintenance has proven to be a major difficulty,
There Is a need to look at mass storage technology, Data Tolume considera-
tions In storage and retrieval, comnunicOtlons of image data, and compression/
reconstitution hardware to solve oommunications probloms are items of current
Focus. Remote image processing In $20-30K microprocessor-based systems with
possible special purpose hardware Will develop; prototypes are being developed
at MS Data Center, Standards for integra.ted,data types and overlay in digital
data bases need development.
The morning of the third day was spent in presenting and discussing fundamental
research issues evolving in the minds of the attendees, A copy of short state-
ment's made is attached, The need for a system definitloo emphasis along with
adequate simulation tools including cost and trade-off features is strongly
expressed 10 the statements, either In general terms or on specife system
i
a
i
SFundamental Re'search Issues Synopses
Bruce Bachofer
Areas of Pursuit in
Fundamental esearc in Sensdis and
Signal rocess ng
A significant amount of research (applied research) has been undertaken in the
sensor and signal processing areas since the late 1960's,, The push in NASA's
program in the early 70's came from LANDSATS 1, 2 and 3 and currently encouraged
the LANDSAT- q , but limited primarily to the visible near infrared, Sensing
and signal processing in the microwave region of the spect y"um received some
attention through the SEASAT Program, but to a lesser extent over a shorter
period in time. Problems associated with use of data from dissimilar senors
using different view angles, scales (or IFOV) etc. have received even less
attention. The thrust of the areas of fundamental research, therefore, should
be focused in these areas which have not received or likely will not receive
the benefit of funding from the major earth observation projects and which
are vital to support programs of the late 80's and early 901s.
Some specific areas that should be considered are:
Image Registration from dissimilar Sensors with different
resolution and viewing geometry
Textural Analysis_ including sub-pixel imaging both as a
` means to reduce data bandwidth and to improve target recognition.
'a
t	 i
3
L ,
IR Detector Array - work needs to be continued
Fred 'Billingsley
To determine the sensitivity of toss of analysis utility with non-attain-s 	 '
ment of desired measurement or errors in the measurement, (And, from this,
develop a total information system design methodology.)
Modeling, experimenting with better than anticipated data.)
Also dissimilar instruments.)
Develop sufficient knowledge in the knowledgeable user community as to
what the design tradeoffs might be, to
1) allow design (moaeling)
2) provide acceptance
Continue the atmospheric work.
Ancillary Sensors?...
Keep up with external research and plan the NASA work to supplement
this for NASA needs,
-	 System traffic study
Convert Algorithms to USI..z
- 2 -
Lloyd Candel l
14	 End-to-End Simulation Model,
Development of a two dimensional total simulation is proposed that
would include atmospheric effects, spacecraft sensor effects, and
data processing. Input parameters would include multispectral scene
descriptive data and key atmospheric, sensor and data processing
parameters, The output data would include hard copy color pictures,
CRT display and digital tape data.
2.	 Life Cycle Cost Model:
Development of a comprehensive cost model that would include all
cost elements through the on-orbit life of the sensor is proposed.
This model would allow the first order cost impacts to be evaluated
of Various system .design decisions and system architectural tradeoffs.
Robert H. Dye
1.	 Need cost-benefit functions for spatial resolution.
2:	 What p, s.f. should scanner have if subsequent resampling is very likely?
3.	 Need to be able to relax specs,.
4
Daniel Held
Issues Contained in Tentative Topics List
Workshop on Fundamental Research in
Active Microwave Remote Sensing
Tentative Date:	 February 2, 3 and 4, 1982
Location:
	
Pasadena, California (at JPL or Cal Tech)
Chairman:	 Charles Elachi
Co-Chairman`:
	
Daniel Held
'Tentative Topics;
Imaging Radar Reflectometry (emphasis on coherent component)
Imaging Radar Polarimetry
a:.
	
	 Combination of SAR and multispectral images. Basic physics
behind synergism
- Topography and look-angle problems
Geometric and radfo_etric correction/calibration of SAR data
- Development of the performance metrics and the simulation of
pi	
spaceborne systems. Test patterns,
Muitifrequency array SAR
SAR processing at high speed
i^
Potenti al Participants:
J. Benett (MDA, Canada) V. Kauppp (U. of Ark.)
	 I
A. Blanchard TAMU
SBRC^
F. Li	 ( JPL)	 ,
L. Candell R. MacD o na1d	 JSC'	 ; 	 )
K. Carver NASA HQ) J. Ppris	 (JSC)
J.I Curlander JPL
JPL;
R. Powers (ERIM)
C Elachi J. SalomonS. Diego State 	 N .
)J Estes UCSB) J Smith
	
CSU)
A Fong U of K.) F. U1aby
	
U, of K.)
L. F. Guseman (Texas'A & M) W. Waite (U. of Ark.)	 i
D. Held JPL)
^GMI
Walton (NASA HQ)
R. Holmes ) C. W	
_
-
Roger Holmes
1.	 Develop a sensor irradiance-to-preprocessed data system simulation module,
that will fit into an overall system simulation.
	
The module should have
the following features;
-	 Programmable resolution, or better yet, point spread
function including electronic-trafsfer function. r
Selectable wavelength band selection, or better yet,
filter response.
Selectable altitude, attitude, look angle capability
-Noise insertion in both radiance and geometric aspects
,ry
-	 Several resampling schemes plus general spline function
capability.
Be able to simulate several optical/focal plane system
designs.
Provide cost and throughput time estimates so the user
analyst is aware of the effect of desires for even better
r	 performance.
2.	 Need to provide decent theoretical foundation for a system which may overlap
or underlap fuzzy (PSF sense) pixels.	 Have a spatially noisy and spatially
spread out sampling, doesn't fit in with most neat sampling theory. 	 Need
also to get a good Fourier 2-D spectrum set over natural scenes in order to
do this properly--doubt that such a set exists. ..
3. 	 calib rati on
	 b
	 sort
^
	 Need
real a	 p4	 to
Rad iometr i c
E on what^the	 statusis h andhowtoreally 	 research
insure integrity.	 Sun cal should be mandatory and consistently done'
according to well-defined standards (shuttle expt's?)
4
y ,;
d
S
r
Y
'
F4
Donald Lowe
1. Are there a set of users whose high resolution requirement can be met with
a single high resolution channel and multispectral low resolution? What
high to low ratio would be best?
2. Should all data be resampled? Now will the various government supplied
data formats affect the user/value added service community, i.e., Gov't	 f
supplied expands user community, but value added service industries tend
to be more creative.
3. With a facility-type sensing system like LANDSAT, how can one assess the
relative importance (economic and social) of users for setting system
requirements? How can one translate info requirements into system
requirements and can these requirements be translated into cost?	 4
Can atmospheric effects be treated as a change in point spread function
and corrected by deconvolution2
5. What ii the optimum point spread function and resampling techniques
for a linear array system?
F,
3
Marvin S. Maxwell
Develop total system models (end-to-end simulation) which can be used to assess
the real cost and value or utility of a VIS/NIR/TIR sensing system. The simu-
lation should cover the scene, atmosphere, sensor, on-board processor,
communication link, ground processing, information extraction system, and
decision making system. The simulation system must have the capability to
process large quantities of data to minimize the sampling noise in the
assessment of the results.
Robert Pelzmann
Research Topics	 Remote Sensing Systems
	
Preface: Operational Remote Sensing is still an immature concept, yet 	 M,.
NASA has converged thru the LANDSAT Series on a single concept for a remote
sensing facility. Because it is unlikely that NASA will build and fly several
widely different types of systems, a number of analytical and design tools are
needed to analyze the "true operational needs with the goal of identifying hard
numbers and ranges for performance and design parameters. A data base for system
design must be built as well, thru modeling and simulation, aircraft data, etc..
j	 x
G
e
	
	 In order to makes stem design trades for future remote sensing systems	 x
(especially "operational") more quantitative values for critical sensor and
system design parameters must be established. Furthermore, the sensitivity to
moderate changes in these parameters of the user utility values must be known.
In addition to the above information (which can provide system optimi-
zation of an existing baseline design), the utility functions of each of the
several (and amorphous) users to major parameters are needed. At least the
- 5 -
breakpoints of these utility functions would allow exploration of funda -
mentally different system concepts which are uniquely suitable for each
specific user.
To facilitate user understanding of the system design trades, the
cost sensitivities of their requirements must be developed and made available.
As with the engineering parameters, both cost sensitivities about a specific
design, and system cost alternatives which identify cost breakpoints need
to be developed.	 ?
In dealing with user " requirements" with an ill-defined user group,
it is critical to clearly define assumptions used. Current approaches to
remote sensing do not have these assumptions clearly defined,
A key tool needed to be developed for the parameter sensitivity
analysis is a functional simulation with variables directly related to the
user
design and is 	 facilitychrelated.
 simulation
	 tool 	 of aid 	 1	 Such	 may n	 i	 ,
analyzing widely divergent conceptual designs tuned for specific users..
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WORKSHOP ON FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN	
0MOMA9. PAOC'
OF POOR QUALITY
ACTIVE MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING
+t.'",A
TENTATIVE DATE: 	 Feb X;#*aend, e,1982
LOCATION:	 Pasadena (at JPL or Caltech)
CHAIRMAN:	 C. Elachi
CO-CHAIRMAN:	 D. Held
TENTATIVE TOPICS: 	 (Imaging Radar Reflectometry (emphasis on coherent component)
r	 P
-(Imaging Radar Pol ari metry
- Combination of SAR and multispectral images. Basic physics
behind synergism
- Topography and look-angle problems
ak(Geometric and radiometric correction/calibration of SAR data
- Development of the performance metrics and the simulation
f spaceborne systems. Test patterns.
Mul ti f requency array SAR	 ryr+^'
z^ 
ps^r
	 ^1r
^^. -(SAR processing at high speed
POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS:
......^
K. Carver (NASA
J. Curlander (JPL)
C. E1 achi (JPL)
D. Held (JPL}O	 R
STKI' •	 r,'	 ^ . ,
F. Li (JPL)
• MvoY` --	 =TR. Macdonald (JSC)J. Paris (JSC)
T.
3.1WIksr ....
1	
Wa l ton
C. Wu (JPL(^^ASA HQ)
E. ELACHI:ot
10/12/81
,t
n	
r
r	
Minutes.
Working Group	 Workshop 11
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OF POOR QUALITY'
A Study to Identify Research Issues in the Area of Electromagnetic Measure-
ments and Signal Handling of Remotely Sensed Data.
The working group participated in a workshop on registration and rectifi-
cation held by NASA Headquarters at the Xerox Training Center in Leesburg,
Virginia, on November 17-19, 1981. In addition, the working group stayed
over 3 day to define and discuss research issues gleaned from the three
days of presentations and panel discussions. The agenda and attendance list
of the Registration and Rectification workshop are attached. 	 d
• 	 .bad. 'i'k e ^ 4, R
46W'a IrV.5^ ^IVoccze^^v."s a.w. loae v^ ^^ ^i r a as JPL Puia 3^"^Z3 ^ NA. Dry.► ^'t"^1:^ ^t eY`
Some of to workshop material was tutorial for at least a portion of the
participants. Two presentations stood out as containing interesting ideas
that are not yet fully integrated into the thinking of the remote sensing
community at large.
Bob Haralick of Virginia Polytechnic institute described an edge definition
approach based on zero crossings (inflection points) of second directional
derivatives in a non-zero gradient direction. Intensity surface derivatives
are estimated from discrete orthogonal polynomial tensor product linear
combinations.
Bob Dye of ERIM presented a rational scheme to filter a signal from a noisy
system sous to approach a desired point spread function in a minimum mean
square error sense. In block diagram form with vector signals and matrix
blocks the idea is
noise, n
Givetn ?SF
	
Selec} F,4er
A	 F	 P
Scene	 (Li^4^eclnoce) 	 +oMi h imite<ee
FZad'►gv^ce	 r.
x	 error, e
Desired l'si=
B
E
r
A
Members of the working group involved in the post-workshop discussion were
Fred Billingsley, Lloyd Candell, John Curlander (for Charles Elachi), Bob Dye,
i '
	
	
Roger Holmes, Bob MacDonald, Marvin Maxwell, and Robert Pelzmann. The
following issues emerged or re-emerged.
• How much distortion should be corrected in the sensor/platform
E	 system, and how much should be left to preprocessing?
• To what extent should active sensor pointing control together with
scene sampling of small scene elements be employed instead of
synoptic coverage?
^	 r
x- " MIhutes - Working Group - Workshop. 11
Page Two
s Position and attitude - how well measured, how well-corrected for,
and how much of that correction should be on-board, how much on-ground?
OR iGINAL PAGE 12
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:i
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o How good does the sensor/platform have to be to get ,on-t of GCP or
registration problem? is it achievable?
• System simulation and analytical modeling is still an issue.
• Data compression should not be a concern of our group for conven-
tional schemes, but may be a valid area of inquiry for some SAR data
specifics-- burst mode for SAR, range compression, special architectures.
Even on conventional schemes, however, we should be concerned with how
our signals emerge from a compression process through sensor and scene
variabilities.
• To what extent can atmospheric effects be measured by a sensor through
soundings? Aerosol optical thickness and distribution are the critical
unknowns.
• How much sensitivity should be built into the sensor and Is this a
matter for fundamental research?
• An associated issue is how much excess signal-to-noise ratio is needed
to compensate for later processing disturbances. Don't make the
sensor system specifications more demanding than need be if the principal
noise sources are in processing.
• What should future system design look like, including the sensor and
platform? What is the fundamental research content in such system
design?
• What are the ways in which spectral coverage should be sampled? Here
there may be a reasonable application of the same filter concept used
by Dye in achieving a desired point spread function,
• Smart sensor that can zoom, point, wavelength-tune -- what can be done
here?
• Calibration of sensors in general --- what must be done, what's nice to
do, degree of difficulty vs. importance.
k
• Area array with spectral dispersion in one dimension, push-broom
spatial coverage in the orthogonal direction -- we haven't discussed
this yet, study is by Wellman at JPL.
I
e Sensors which sort out spectral response by wavelength-dependent pene-
tration. Can be done, may be in experimental phase now.
Overall, the group also spent time discussing our responsibilities in the
overall system layout shown on the next page, The boundary between scene
and atmosphere and the sensor was readily accepted but opinions varied on
the boundary on the output side4 It was agreed, finally, that while we may
overlap the mathematical pattern recognition and image analysis people in the
i
i
ka
i
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areas of preprocessing and archive, those areas tie more closely in a technical
and system design sense to our interests In sensors and signals.
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REGISTRATION AND RECTIFICATION WORKSHOP AGENDA
Tuesday, November 17, 1981
•' GROUP MEETING TO BE HELD IN ROOM 2464
1. Introduction ( 8:00-9 : 00)	 Workshop Chairman: N. Bryant/JPL
Workshop Sponsor: A. Villasenor/NASA
2. Objectives and Format of Workshop ( 9:00-9:30)
a.	 Format	 N. Bryant/JPL
b	 Objectives	 F. Billingsley/JPL
3.	 Presentations on Users Needs (9:30-12:00) 0:00-2:00)
a. Agriculture/Forestry/ Rangeland R. Allen/USDA ---
b. Land Use /Land Cover and Hydrology L. Gaydos/USGS
C. Geology P. Chavez/USGS
d. Severe Storms J. Dalton/GSFC
e. Ocean Processes D. Nichols/JPL {
4	 Presentations on Space Segment Errors ( 2:00-4:00)
a. Scanner Imaging Systems, Spaceborne A. Prakash/GE
b. Scanner Imaging Systems, Aircraft S. Unger/GISS
C. MLA Imaging Systems K..Ando/NASA
d SAR Imaging Systems J. Curlander/JPL
e. Multi-Mission Spacecraft H. Heuberger/GSFC
f NAVSTAR/Global Positioning System M. Ananda/Aerospace
'	 5.	 Presentations on Ground Segment Errors ( 4 :00-5:00) i
a. Geodetic Control Net Considerations J. Gergen/NGS
a'
b. National Map Accuracy Standards R. Welch/U OF GA
C. Map Projections J. Snyder/USGS
6.	 Systems Presentations and Discussions ( 7:00-9:00)
a. Quantitative Effects of Mis-registration R. Juday/JSC <.
b. Data vs. Information, A System Paradigm F. Billingsley/JPL 
0. Panel Chairman Overview Di3cu33ions.
- 	 Registration Panel R. Bernstein/IBM`
t'' Rectification Panel A. Tescher/Aerospace
, i -	 Error Analysis Panel R. Pelzman/Lockheed
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Minutes
WORKSHOP ON VISUAL, IR, AND PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSORS,- WORKSHOP I'll
A Study to identify research Issues in the Area of Electromagnetic
Measurements and Signal Handling of Remotely Sensed Data
A workshop on VISUAL, IR, AND PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSORS was held at NASA/GSFC,
Greenbelt, Maryland, on January 11 and 12, 1982. A list of attendees and an
agenda is attached.
Bob Fraser described atmospheric effects paying particular attention to the
relation between measured nadir radiance at the top of the atmosphere and
vajrlous sources of that radiance. An example presented showed that for a
Lambertian reflectance of 0.1 contributions to nadir radiance were 9% sky
backscatter, 6% surface IFOII reflection, and 2% adjacent surface reflection;
thus 6/17 or approximately one-third of the received signal is directly related
to surface reflectance in the IFOV. Atmospheric errors in radiance resulting
from perturbations of a case for 0.1 surface reflectance, 550 nm wavelength,
aerosol optical thickness of 0.2, solar zenith angle of boo , and nadir view
showed variations of 1 to 8% from nominal either positive or negative for
reasonable variations of the nominal parameters (see attachment),
  and a pro-
nounced sensitivity to large off-nadir view angles.
MTF degradation by the atmosphere appears to consist of a long and gentle
roll-off at low spatial frequencies up to about 3 cycles/km, and a faster
roll =off beyond that region. The major issue that evolved from the discussion
Is that the atmosphere is a major noise source over land, leas so over oceans,
with many unobservable parameters, and that it may not make much sense to
place specs on system components for an order of magnitude or two better S/N
ratio than the atmospheric variability warrants. The primary thrusts at GSFC
at this time are on measurements of the optical properties of the atmosphere
and modeling of the adjacency effect. View graph copies are attached which
des..ribe in more detail the adjacency effect and off-nadir viewing variations.
t
E
6	 ;
Jim S.pinhirn described the LiDAR measurements made at multiple zenith angles,,
dual wavelengths, and high spectral resolution. He agreed with the work of
Dave Pitts that the atmospheric variability is large spatially and temporally
and that it will be most difficult to develop algorithms that will suppress
atmospheric effects successfully. i
Warren Hovis described scanner calibration difficulties due to attempts to
transfer from standards, and also described long term drifts and sudden
M
changes in radiance calibration on LANDSAT MSS experiences.. General feeling
was that 5% absolute radiance calibration was quite difficult to achieve,
probably a be y',*you-can-do boundary when everything is going right. Warren
showed some Gulf of Mexico CZCS imagery illustrating significant atmosphericatmospheric
variability from aerosols launched by off-shore winds. He feels,that even
over oceans, the atmosphere is a real problem.
i- 
2
Aram Mika of SBRC described their approach to a multispectral linear array
sensor design• Principal features include telecentric optics with an inter -
mediate image point for calibration sources and a particular dichrolc beam-
splatter design, with highly parallel electronics. Calibration to 5% absolute,
i% interband, and 0.5% intraband can be done under optimum conditions, with
the major difficulty again being transfer from primary to secondary standards.
Several recommendations were made by SBRC as to key issues in MLA design
(attached). Mechanical housing stability and geometric integrity is viewed
as a major risk item. Ail aspects of the focal plane array are viewed as
high priority items including crosstalk, uniformity, yield, and array thermal,
mechanical, and interconnection issues in both VNIR and SWIR spectral regions. 	 j
On the system analysis side resampling/registration analysis and simulation
and radiometric accuracy requiremenzi are viewed as high priority tasks.
In the system discussion Aram presented a concept of scene entropy (homogeneity
or lack thereof) and trade-offs of data compression ratio and classification
error as functions of scene entropy.
Mike Calabrese from NASA/Headquarters discussed the new emphasis on fundamental
research at Headquarters, with a diminished or subdued Interest in applications
pe^/r s,, tee.
Rich Thom of SBRC gave a presentation of the current state of the art in focal
plane array technology. Copies of his view graphs are appended. Hybrid
mercury-cadmium telluride arrays featuring indium bumps for flip-chip inter-
connects to Si multiplexing chips were described. A 64 x 64 SWIR array is
the current capability while Texas Instruments has an 800 x 800 Si VNIR array
capability. At present, liquid phase epit xy mercury cadmium telluride is the
material of choice for 1 to greater than 10 micrometers wavelength. Indium
antimonide, indium gallium antimonide, and indium arsenic antimonide have been
`	 Looked at.
Indium antimonide has charge transfer efficiency problems. Silicon Schottky
barrier and extrinsic sijicon CCD's have been tried but suffer from low
temperature requirements and poor quantum efficiency. 	 Monolithic mercury
cadmium telluride may be the ultimate focal plane array technology but requires f
significant technology development. 	 Close-butting of array elements pose
problems that need to be addressed.	 Future research areas in advanced IR
{	 focal plane arrays are described In tiie closing view graph.	 There was a recog-
nition among the group that DoD had been a strong and motivated funding source
for the development of focal plane array technology, that NASA could remain
aware of developments, but that NASA would be unable to provide meaningful 4
amounts of support comparable to DoD's effort.
Tom Dod and Dave Le Vign presented material on GSFC efforts In 'passive
k	 microwave sensors. 	 A circular conical scan system with 15 m aperture and 15 m
focal length was described.	 Prime technical	 issue is design of lightweight
i high geometric integrity structure. 	 Resolution of the off-axis system would
j	 range from 25km to lOkm depending on wavelength. 	 A multiple feed array permits
dual polarization measurements. 	 Frequencies are 1.4, 2.3, and 4.3 GHz for
`	
Problemspassive sensing and 5.1 and 11 GH= for active scatterometer sensing.
exist in reflector mesh geometry and multiple feeds design. 	 Also described were
study efforts for an electronically scanned phased array to scan cross-track
through nadir plus or minus 450 with IOkm ground resolution from 400km. A
waveguide array	 (heavy, one polarization), strip line array (no orthogonal
E
i.
^!	 1	 t
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polarization), and a strip ine-fed dipole array were considered, Passive
f
	
	
microwave resolutions compatible with rain cell size are sought, plus rapid
coverage of wide areas. A passive;microwava aperture synthesis scheme based
on the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem was described that requires simultaneous
measurement of the response from an Earth scene at two locations. The degree
of coherence thus measured determines the size of the effective source of
radiation.- There was some discussion over the long-standing issue of microwave
F`
	
	 brightness temperature being a valid soil moisture measurement when faced with
confusion factors of soil structure and canopy influences.
"
	
	 Bill Barnes of NASA/GSFC described several GSFC efforts including the MLA pro-
gram, the supporting SWIR hybrid and SWIR Wonolithic technology programs, optics
and beamsplitter design studies, and a passive cooler design study. The details
are amply described In the attached view graph set.
On Tuesday Al Sherman of NASA/GSFC described cooler technology. Radiant coolers
are most common, handle loads of tens of milliwatts, and achieve temperatures
around 90 to 1000 K,but requiring shielding or orbit and attitude constraints.
Solid cryogen coolers are favored over liquid cryogen coolers for a variety of
reasons. A status paper by Allan Sherman is appended that includes better packing
density, higher heats of sublimation than heats of vaporization, and lack of
sloshing.	 _	 d yads of mili wattsg	 Temperature ranges or ici to i2^o
 R ana loads ^x ^,u„u, ua ^, ,,,. , ,1,.-..__ 	 _,
are feasible with solid cryq coolers, but lifetime is limited to less tha p a Year
at present, though designs for longer life systems are underway. Stored liquid
helium system development is a very active area for temperatures below 40K and
tens of milliwatts loads, but lifetime is under a year. Superfluid helium coolers
will go below 20K at tens of microwavt loads. Mechanical coolers address the
lifetime and cooling load limitations of radiant and stored cryogen coolers,
but require power and suffer from vibration. Actual lifetimes are limited by
current reliability problems to three to fifteen thousand hours; goals are three
to five years. A Sterling cycle cooler with magnetic bearings is being developed
by North American Phillips Corp. for NASA/GSFC Absorption and magnetic coolers
are being explored. A tour of the LANDSAT-D and the LANDSAT -D Assessment program
completed the morning.
	 r
Jim Fraser of DoD /DARPA described unclassified aspects of military surveillance
satellite system developments-,, It appears that the character of the military
systems are significantly different from renewable resources monitoring, concen-
Crating on quick recognition of movements of objects distinct from the Earth
scene background andquick delivery of that information to an action decision
maker.
fJanuary 11-12, 1982
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WORKSHOP III
AT
NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Greenbelt, Maryland
Heating Room: Room 200 of Bldg. 26_
AGENDA
Monday, January x11,_1982 k'
_	 -	 Aerosol and Water Vapor Sensing with Lydar
F. H. Melfi and R.
	 Fraser, J.	 Spinhirn
Calibration of Satellite Radiometers
W. Hovis
-	 Sensor Technology
,
z
A. Mika
L	 a Focal Plane Technology
R. Thom i
-	 MLA Development Activities
W. Barnes
-	 Passive Microwave for Snow and Soil Moisture
T. Dod and D. LeVine
-	 Recent Activities in the Fundamental Research Program
M. Calabrese
Tuesday, January 12,	 1982
-	 Advance Cooler Technology (Tentative)
A. Sherman
-	 Group Tour of LANDSAT D Ground Station Facility
R
-	 Group Meeting to conclude workshop activities and
draft outline of meeting report
(Revised 1/8/82)
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HISTORY, STATUS AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
f	 OF SPACEBORNE CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS
Allan Sharman
NASA Goddard Spac;. F^ligbt Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
Presented at the Cryogenic Engineering Conference, August 12, 1981
INTRODUC ION
There are increasing numbers of space ,instruments that iequire cryogenic cooling to accom-
plish their objectives. These include instruments for Earth observation, atmospheric science, gamma-
ray and X-ray astronomy, infrared astronomy, space surveillance, and basic rescarch. Potential
future space applications for cryogenic cooling include instruments for high energy pstronomy,
radioastronomy, relativity measurements, and a variety of instruments and systems employing
superconducting devices.
The elements of the instruments that may require cooling are the radiation detectors, optical
components, baffles, or, in some cases, the whole instrument. Cryogenic cooling is necessary to
provide the required detector response, reduce pre-amplifier noise, and/or reduce background
radiation.
Table 1 shows an approximate breakdown of the cooling requirements for the various appli-
cations mentioned. To provide for these requirements, there are a variety of techniques available
or under development. Table 2 lists the cooling techniques with approximate ranges of practical
z	 temperatures and refrigeration load.
The development of the spacebome cryogenic systems presents a considerable engineering
+	 challenge. The objective of the discussion herein is to describe the systems' history, status, antici-
pated technology development and future applications.
RADIANT COOLERS
To date, the most widely used system for obtaining cryogenic temperatures aboard spacecraft
have been radiant coolers. These devices were developed for cooling IR (1 .25 µm) detectors for
NASA Earth-observation instruments and as part of the Defense Meterological Satellite Program.l
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As shown. In Figure 1, a radiant cooler !s usually comprised of two stages, The first consists
of a cone with a Mighty roflootivo, spocular Inner sur&co and diff soly coated oxtornal radiator. 
The
cone shiolds the patch (the detector stage) front the spacecraft and Garth or reflocts shallow•hngio
sunlight out of the cooler before It reaches the patch Mounting die patch W the first atago with low
conductive supports fUrttor Isolates it from the spacecraft. Without u need for sh t•' ' Ing from the
spacecraft, and with no sun input to the cooler, the first ttago cone can be A& ° ;Clgum 1 bot-
tom)', A dopioyable (car fixed) door attached to the mouth of the first stage can tho,t block the
patchh view of the Garth,
A doployablo door can also be used with a cono •typa cooler to limit Garth input or to warns
the cooler (door closed) pohtodlcally lit
	 The latter mode of operation would be employed
for decontamination,
Typical operating temperatures for today's radiant coolers run about 90.100 K for the patch,
and 160 K for tho first stage, although a patch temperature of 71 K was attained by a Santa Barbara
Research Corporation cooler aboard a meteorological satoWto (SMS •1) in a posynchronous orbit.
The patches of radiant coolers have typical radiative capacity on the order of 30 mw, with the sensor
heat dissipation but a fraction of the total. than exception is die 17homatic Mapper cooler (lTughos
Aircraft) dint will fly on Landsot•D which has a sensor load of 8S, mw, Typical patch and cone
moutt•arca values arc 60 cin2 and 1000 cm2 , rdsneativoly ,
Radiant coolers offer a Mativoly simple, passive, low-weight technique for cooling sensors
aboard spacecraft. Unfortunately, thus thr they have boon sovoraly constrained with respect to
temperature (>70 K), cooling load (milliwatts), placomont on spacecraft, and spacecraft orbit,
The Air Force has funded a technology program to Improve structural materials and assembly
techniques wits the objective of developing much larger radiant coolers with higher capacity . 2 pis
part of this program, Rockwell international tins fabricated and tested a 9 m 3 , two-stage radiant
cooler (Figure 2), The cooler employs oxygen heat pipes to transport the onorgy from die source
to the radiator and to Isothermalixe rho second stage radiator plate. Later, a third stage was added
to the system, and the cooler was tested again,
Alarge amount of the data for die advanced radiator tins boon obtained, As ash example, for
the two-stage cooler, a second stage temperature of 5S K and a first stage temperature of 148 K were
obtained with cooling loads of 10 W and 20 W, respectively, For die throo-stage radiator, with xom
first stage load, dtird and second stage temperatures of 41 K and 84 K were obtained for loads of
W and 2 W, respectively, These results, however, must be interpreted very earofidly. During the
testing, there was ioo simulated Earth, sun or spacecraft loads, while the potential Input from these
sources are , uclt groator than the measured heat rejection, Thus, to apply the results of this toddys
to a real sit4tion, one must be sure to Include all of the heat loads from tie spacecraft and orbital
conditions.
There Is little doubt that radiant coolers will continua to be widely utilized in die Mum,
However, regardless of the size of the system, the necessity to provide shielding and/or constraints
on spacecraft orbit and orientation, In order to limit heat Input, will continuo to be a problem.
Prom a practical viewpoint, their use will probably be Waited to temperatures above 70 K with
rotatively low heat loads except, perhaps, In rather unique cases,
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SOLID CRYOGEN COOLERS
Solid cryogen cooler systems utilize the cryogen's heat of sublimation to absorb the cooling
load at constant temperature. As shown in Figure 3, the operating point of the cooler must be be.
low the cryogen's triple point. The cooler's lower operating temperature will be limited by the
pressure that can be maintained over the solid cryogen while still allowing enough of a potential for
venting the effluents. This pressure, around .1 torr, is a function of vent lines and effluent mass
flow.
For space applications, stored solid cryogen systems offer distinct advantages over stored liquid
systems. Cryogens for this temperature range have heats of sublimation about 10 .15 percent higher
than their heats of vaporization. Also, the solid cryogen has a density 10. 15 percent higher than the
liquid, permitting a higher capacity cooler for a given volume. By proper design of fins or other heat
exchange surfaces that penetrate and contain the solid cryogen, the phase separation in zero gravity
is not a problem. Also, a solid cryogen eliminates possible sloshing problems that could affect the
performance of a scanning or fine pointing spacecraft. Advantages of solid cryogen coolers over
mechanical refrigerators are that they are vibration-free and require no spacecraft power. The ad-
vantages of solid cryogen systems over radiant coolers are that they are generally not limited by
orbit, spacecraft orientation, or locations within the spacecraft.
Table 1. General Mission Categories Requiring Cryogenic Cooling in Space
(Values Approximate)
Discipline	 Temp. Range, K	 Refrigeration Load
Applications Missions (weather, 	 10.100	 MIlliwatts to 10 W
atmospheric science, Earth
resources pollution monitoring
etc.)
Gamma-ray and X-ray Astronomy 80.125 MR	h2ts to watts
Cosmic Ray Measurements —4 Milliwatts
Space Surveillance (as published) 12-100 Wide Range
IR Astronomy .3.5 Microwatts to 100
mflliwatts
Relativity Measurements —2 Microwatts to
milliwatts
Superconducting Devices 1-10 Wide Range
Basic Research Experiments 	 1-10	 100 Mllliwatts
5
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Table 2 Spacecraft Cryogenic Cooling Techniques
Temp, Range p
Usable Refrigeration
Cooling Technique	 Load for One You
K	 Missionb
Radiant Coolers	 70.100	 0.90 mw to date;
higher capacity pos
sible in future
Stored Solid Cryogen Coolers 10.125 0.800 mwb plus vent
gas cooling
Stored Liquid.Hellum Coolers 1.S-S.2 0.100 mwb
Mechanical Coolers 4.100 0.300 w
He 3 Coolers .3 0.100,µw
Adiabatic udmagnpuzauon .wi=.3 0.100 tiw
Refrigeration
Higher Temp, Adsorption and	 not yet defined; possibly wide range.
magnetic Systems
"These values are not theoretical limits, but are estimates of temperatures and loads
based on the designs as they appear to be evolving.
bFor missions of shorter duration (a.g., 7 .30 day Shuttle sortie), higher cooling loads
could be accommodated.
Table 3 lists possible cryogen which could be used in solid cryogen coolers. Listed am oper.
ating temperature ranges defined by the triple point at the high end and the somewhat arbitrary .1
torr venting limit at the low end, For comparison purposes, the heat of vaporization of helium is
also shown. The table shows the advantage of utilizing a two-stage cooler in which a higher temper-
ature cryogen, such as ammonia, cools an intermediate thermal shield guarding a lower temperature
cryogen. The advantages of using solid hydrogen as compared to liquid helium for 10 K cooling is
also apparent.
An example of a flight cooler design is shown in Figure 4. This two-stage methanelammonia
coo tr successfully flow on the High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO-B and H EAO C)
spaecraft. It was developed by the Ball Aerospace Systems Division, had a loaded weight of 75 Kg
vnd measured 76 cm long by S6 m in diameter. no cooler has tubes attached to the cryogen tank
walls to flow LN (77 K) during the cryogen till operation. After the final servicing befoze flight,
the cryogen SQually warm up until the vent seal is opened in orbit. The cryogens then vent to
space while drifting down to steady-state temperatures. Heat exchange surfaces are located in both
the primary and secondary tanks to promote even heat absorption by the cryogen.
6
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To date, six solid cryogen coolers have b*en placed In orbit aboard spacecraft, and one will be
launched In the near future. A summary of the basic design parameters and performance of the cool-
ers Is in Table 4,
Solid cryogen coolers do not have the Inherent boundary constraints of radiant coolers, al
though It Is always advantageous to have the outer shell operate as low in temperature as possible,
Compared to a mechanical cooler, the solid cryogen system has the advantage of eliminating possible
vibration andmlcrophottics problems. The prime disadvantage of a solid cooler is that Its weight and
volume Increase rapidly with cooling load and lifetime requirements. Other disadvantages Include
the need for bulky ground support equipment and a relatively high cost.
Areas where technology studies could Improve performance are in the design of the multilayer
Insulation and, perhapi{, In controlling internal contamination. Tlrus far, the coolers have not per
formed as well as orighmUy anticipated. Although little technology development Is underway in
these areas, an Important study on the characteristics of a solid hydrogen cooler has been completed.3
In this study, the fill and vent of a solid hydrogen cooler was demonstrated and a detailed safety
analysis was performed. As an add-on to this effort, a pars-to-ortho hydrogen catalytic converter
to greatly improve effluent gas cooling Is being developed. Solid hydrogen has now been proposed
as the cooling system for two Instruments for the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (LIARS).
In the future, there is no doubt that solid cryogen coolers will continue to find widespread
use. lifrr%U to reduce their cost for sho;x=#arm Shuttle flights are already underway. For free-flyer
satellltes, the established coolers, as wall as solid hydrogen, will be employed. However, for long-
duration and/or high cooling load flights, it is clear tint a closed cycle cooling system will be required.
Table 3. Candidate Cryogens for Solid Cryogen Coolers
Temperature Approximate Volumetric Approximate Weight
Cryogen Range* Heat of Sublimation"* Heat of Sublimation**
("K) Gal/cc cal/gm
Hydrogen 13,8.8.3 9.7 108
Neon 24.5.115 36.4 2S.1
Nitrogen 63.1-13.4 S9 60.2
Carbon Monoxide 68,1.45.5 75.1 72.2
Argon 83.9.47.3 78.3 48.3
Methane 90.7.59.8 73.S 147
Nitrogen Oxide 110.78.1 174.3 12911
Ethylene 104.95 123.S 169,:
Carbon Dioxide 217.S-12S 246.7 145.1
Ammon[% 195.4-150 315.9 432.7
Uquld Helium I.S-5 1 A S.S
(For Comparison)
*Lower temperature corresponds to ,1 torn
**Wues at lower temperature point
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LIQUID HELIUM SYSTEMS
A new adventure in space cryogenic cooling systems Is the development of liquid helium sys-
tems. These systems, which cover the 1.6 K-4.2 K temperature range, will flnd wide application.
Tlius far, the United States has not orbited a liquid helium system, Reference 4 reports the
successful flights of 1.8 liter and 10 liter normal helium cryostats aboard the Soviet "COSMOS"
series of spacecraft. The Soviet Union also reports of the successful flight of a helium liquifier
aboard Salyut-6.5
There are numerous NASA liquid helium space cooling systems under development for flights
in the near future. These include long duration, superfluid helium dowars for the Infrared Astronom-
ical Satellite (IRAS)* and WA's Cosmic Background Explorer (Cobe) missions, and shorter Jura•
don systems for the Small Heltum-Cooled Infrared Telescope and the Superfluid Properties Experiment.
A schematic of the IRAS cryogenic system (described in detail in Reference 6) is shown in Fig-
ure 5, The 1.8 K superfluid helium is contained In a toroidal shaped, 5083 aluminum main cryogen
tank. no Infrared telescope system fits into the center of the toroid and Is mounted to the telescope
mounting ring. Structural support is achieved through nine fiberglass/epoxy bands which terminate
at the main shell. Additional thermal protection Is provided by three vapor-cooled Lhieldc and m^Witl
Layer insulation In the vacuum space. The main shell will operate at 170 K via radiant cooling In orbit
to further reduce heat leaks to the main cryogen tank. Liquid-to-vapor phase separation in zero grav-
Ity is accomplished by a porous plug located at the main cryogen tank/hellum vent line junction. A
supercritical helium tank is employed to cool the main dewar cover, which is jettisoned during the
initial stages after achieving orbit. From ground test data and mathematical modeling, the operational
orbital lifetime for the IRAS dewar is predicted to be 10 months.
The IRAS cryogenic system has completed performance and space qualification testing at the
Ball Aerospace Systems Division. It is presently In the Netherlands where it is being integrated with
the spacecraft, after which It will be shipped back to the United States. The planned launch date Is
August 1982.
The Cosmic Background Explorer mission will use the basic IRAS dewar, with some modifica.
tions. These include deletion of the aperture cover tank, additional support straps for Shuttle launch
(vs Delta for IRAS), and improved valves. The contract for the dewar should be issued to the Ball
Aerospace Systems Division In 1992. The launch date for the satellite is in 1987.
A schematic of the ama,4 Infrared Telescope system, which will fly on a 7 day Shuttle mission,
is shown in Figure 6. Details of this complex system are in Reference 6. The system is comprised arc
a 250 liter dewar, a helium transfer assembly, and a cryostat surrounding the telescope. By utilizing
a vacuum sealed rotary joint, the telescope can scan in one axis while the dewar remains stationary.
The porous plug phase separator is located in the transfer assembly and, thus, only gas is delivered
to the cryostat assembly. The helium in the dewar is maintained at 1.6 K while temperature require-
ments for the cryostat vary from 2,5 K at the detector: to 60 K at the upper telescope sections. Dur-
ing ground hold, a pump located on the Shuttle Pallet will maintain the helium In the superfluid state.
The pump will be shut off prior to launch, but will fly with the Shuttle. The dewar and cryostat
*Joint U.S., Netherlands, UX. Vroject.
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Figure 6. Small Hellum-Cooled Infrared Telescope
for the small Infrared Telescope system have been manufactured by Cryogenics Associates, while
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and the University of Alabama are responsible for the helium
transfer assembly and subsequent integration.
At the present time, the cryogenic system for the Small Infrared Telescope is being assembled
at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Completion of the assembly is expected early in 1982. The
Spacelab 2 flight is scheduled for November 1984.
A schematic of the Spacalab 2 Superfluld Helium Properties Experiment mounted on the
Shuttle Pallet Is shown in Figure 7. Details of the experiment am described in Reference 9. The
objectives of the experiment are (1) to measure fluid motion and temperature fluctuations In super•
fluid helium, and (2) to contribute to the basic understanding of the quantum nature of He 11 and
the interactions between the normal and superfluid components. The dewar, built by Ball Aerospace
Systems !Division, contains the necessary flight instrumentation. Vapor-cooled shields and multilayer
Insulation in a guard vacuum arc again employed to reduco boil-off, and a porous plug is utilized for
phase separation.
At the present time, testing of the dewar for the superfluid Helium Properties. Experiment Is
being completed at Hall Aerospace Systems Division. It will be delivered to the Jet Propulsion Lab.
oratory in September, 1981, at which time the integration period for the instruments will begin.
Again, the 7 day Shuttle Spacelab 2 mission is scheduled for launch in November 1984.
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Figure 7. Superfluid Helium Experiment for Spacelab 2
What does the future hold for liquid helium systems? It is clear that liquid helium coolers will
be utilized a great deal in the future, Two missions that are in the planning stages 10 Include the Shut-
tle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) and the Gyro Relativity Satellite. The SIRTF would use a
combination of supercritical and superfluid helium, cryostats for short duration Shuttle missions,
while the Gyro Relativity Satellite would use a dewar similar to IRAS. In addition, In the future,
superconducting devices may have wide ranges of applications in space.
Technical Improvements In liquid helium sy^koms will occur as future designs evolve. Also,
under a recent contract awarded to the Lockheed halo Alto Research laboratories from the NASA
Ames Research Center, technical Improvements told alternatives relative to lifetime extension will be
studied.
MECHANICAL COOLERS
As payload refrigeration loads and lifetime requirements are Increasing, the need for a closed-
cycle mechanical cooler system is becoming more critical. A great deal of effort has been expanded
in an attempt to develop a long lifetime (3.5 years) mechanical cooler with stable performance.
While some progress Is being made, much remains to be done. The following is a brief status report
on various mechanical cooler development programs and significant recent accomplishments.
Stirling Cycle Cooler Aboard P-78 .1 Spacecraft
One of the most significant events in recent years in the development of mechanical cooler
technology is the orbiting of four Stirling cycle coolers aboard the DOD P •78.1 satellite . l t Launched
on February 24, 1979, these units have successfully provided cooling for two gamma ray spectrom-
eter detectors.
12
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The coolers were developed by the Philips Laboratories with the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory providing the electronics controls and space qualification program. A schematic of the
two-stage system Is shown in Figure 8. The first stage runs at 140 K with a 1.5w load, while the second
stage runs at <75 K with a ,3w load. Power consumption at this condition is-30 watts. The weight of
each cooler is 7,2 kg, and overall dimensions are 15.4 cm X 18 cm X 30,7 cm, The helium charge
pressure is 70 psi.
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Figure 8. Philips Rhombic Drive Cooler
Two permanent-magnet, brushless dc, counter rotating motors drive the machine at about 1150
rpm. Krytox grease is used in the crankcase for lubrication, while piston and displaces basic seal orate.
I	 rials include glass-filled teflon and Roulon. The machine employs the Philips rhombic drive mcclia-
nism, which provides for the correct phase relationship between the piston and displacer. 11te xhumbic
drive also provides dynamic balance by utilizing counter rotating weights, although the results are not
,
	
perfect. Ground test data showed sonic degradation in detector performance caused by muchlor
microphonics, but it was an acceptable amount.
As of July 1980, when the spacecraft had been in orbit for 500 days, the cumulative opemiling
time of each of the four coolers was 2657, 5134, 9542 and 6518 hours. The latest unpublished data
shows that one of the machines had surpassed 15,000 hours of run time.
Although the total run time of the refrigerators Is impressive, significant degradation in perfonn-
ance occurred. The reasons for this degradation cannot filly be discerned from the data, but it is clear
that a significant factor is helium gas leakage. Other factors may be seal wear and internal contamination.
13
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Consequently, after 130 days into the flight, it was necessary to operate two refrigerators per instru•
ment to provide the required cooling, whereas it was planned to operate only one per instrument.
Further details on the orbital performance of the machines is in the cited reference.
Notwithstanding the performance degradation of the coolers, the utilization of the SLrrlirtg
machines to provide Instrument cooling over a long period of time in space Is indeed a significant
accomplishment. Heretofore, no mechanical cooler has operatbd in space for any significant duration.*
3•5 Year Magnetic Bearing , Stirling Cycle Coo ler
An innovative approach to the long Lifetime mechanical cooler problem is the magnetic bearing
Stirling cycle cooler that has been under development for the past 3 years, This cooler is being de-
veloped by the North American Philips Corporation under the management of NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Canter.
The basic design philosophy of the cooler is (1) to have no rubbing surfaces in the machine,
(2) to control axial position and piston/displaces phase angles, electronically, (3) to utilize a linear
drive system, and thus, ellmhute mechanical Unkages, (4) to reduce the potential for internal con•
tamination by eliminating all organics inside the working gas, and (5) to provide an essentially dy.
,..omne i,.n	 read., i._^_.._.^ 	-	 tiv. . y W QUUA u tuas,cune. N: Sc temaIIo or the machine t0 accomplish these objectives IS shown
In Figure 9.
The baseline cooler is a single-stage device which will maintain a cold temperature of 65 K with
a 5 watt cooling load. Input power under these conditions 'will be about 180 watts, as the machine
operates at 1700 strokes/minute. The helium charge pressmv is 16 atmospheres. The design lifetime
is 3 .5 years with either continuous operation or 1,000 stop/start cycles. Noncontact between moving'
and static components can be achieved for startup, steady operation, and shutdown because the bear.
ings can be actuated independent of the linear motor. Piston and displacer seals merely consist of
sections with one mil clearances.
The engineering model cooleris due to be delivered to NASA/GSFC in October, 1981, although
It is hopes that initial system testing will begin In August at Philips. This inodel will be quite sophtsti-
cated and, except for the electronics- ~ —quired to meet the 3 .5 year lifetime. A follow-on effort to
produce an upgraded prototype mos	 rill then follow,
Thus far, the piston motor with associatcd electronics has oeen thoroughly tested. Static and
dynamic testing of the bearings has also been completed, as have displacer motor static tests. All
tests have been highly successful, On the negative side, a series of manufacturing problems, coupled
with the need to do more component level tests, have caused schedule slips. A detailed update of the
status of the development is in Reference 12.
If the systems level testing of the magnetic bearing macb1ne are successful, a great step forward
in tha development of reliable mechanical coolers will have been made. Extension of the technology
to machines with different load and temperature requirements can then follow.
*Short-duration operations of mechanical coolers in space include a Stirling cooler on Skylab and a
Willeumier cooler operated in space, in 1973.
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Vullleumler (VM) Coolers
The Air Force has had an extensive Vullleumler cooler development program over the past decade.
At the present time, the major effort is in the development of the Hughes Aircraft Corporation Hi Cap
machine (Figure 10). Design requirements for the three-stage cooler are 12w, 10w, and .3w cooling
loads at 75 K, 33 K, and 11.50 K, respectively. Long lifetime operation is intended (^20,000 hours)
with a maximum input power of 2,700 watts. With the Vuilleumier cycle, most G P this input power
is in the form of heat.
10001	 SHOT OISPLACER
HOT CYLIKOM
SENSOR INTERFACE
^TNERAM SHIELD COOLING
OPTICS COOLING	 ^	 REGENERATOR
OISPLACER
FOCAL PLANE COOLING
Figure 10. AF Vuilleumier Cooler: Hughes Aircraft Corp.
The Hughes approach uses dry lubricated ball bearings (MOS 2) with a bearing retainer made of
Roulon A (filled teflon) with five percent MOS 2 . The machine employs rubbing seals on both the hot
and cold displacers and flexure pivots at the displaces drive-rod interfaces. Past problems included
metal fatigue, internal contamination and seal wear.
A, major renewed effort to improve the reliability of the Hi Cap machine is now underway.13
71ris offort consists of extensive testing of the three existing coolers to evaluate seals, regenerators,
and other components. Severai interesting internal-government reports have been written, which give
the results of the exhaus ,Ne sr a1 materials test program. In addition, the M Cap program includes
the fabrication of three improw4 flight coolers. It is expected that the flight coolers will be part of
the SIRE (Space Infrared Sensor) expt.riment, which will fly on short-duration Shuttle flights.
It is difficult, at this point in time, to predict the ultimate success of the Air Force Vuilleumier
cooler progrmn.:_ ,wever, much valuable data is presently dieing collected.
A noteworthy former program in Vuilleumier cooler technology was the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center effort in 1969 and the early seventies. The program resulted in a 5w, 65 K, machine
V
(built by Garrett Airesearch) that had many interesting features, such as solid bearings composed of Boe-
ing 6.84.1 running against flame-sprayed Inconel 718. The machine was tested for :about 6000 hours
and met all thermodynamic goals, but exhibited some mechanical clearance problems.
Rotary Reciprocating Coolers
The Air Force also has an extensive program in rotary reciprocating cooler development. This effort
began in the 1960's, The system utilizes self-actuating, rotary gas bearings in both the compressor and ex-
pander sections, and linear motion to achieve the refrigeration. Thus, each moving member is both rotated
and reciprocated. The machine also utilizes clearance seals; thus, after startup, there are no rubbing sur-
faces in the machine. The thermodynamic cycle employed in the current rotary reciprocating cooler is
the reverse-Brayton.
To date, all testing has been done on a two-stage cooler with cooling capacities of 1.5 watts at 12 K
and 40 watts at 60 K. The effort has been rather long and arduous. At the present time, the most pressing
problem is bearing seizure in the first-stage expansion engine. 13 Modifications to the design are planned
which will, hopefully, alleviate the problem.
Turborefrigerators
Turbomachinery employing rotary gas bearings offers a high potential for long lifetime operation
in space. Consequently, a reverse Brayton turborefrigerator for space was designed under DOD sponsor-
ship in the early seventies. The system goals were cooling loads of 1.5w and 30w at 12 K and 60 K, re-
spectively, 30,000 hour lifetime, and a maximum power consumption of 4 kw. The program resulted in
a design of a four-stage turborefrigerator with gas bearings and included some component fabrication
and test. The contractor for the work was the General Electric Corporation.
The Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) initiated a turborefrigerator program
in 1978 with a contract to the Garrett Airesearch Corporation. 13 A system was designed, fabricated
and performance tested. The tests exhibited satisfactory operation over a range of conditions and over
a time period of hundreds of hours. Full performance testing will continue in 1981 with endurance
testing scheduled for 1982. The results of this program to-date are indeed encouraging.
The main problem with turborefrigemtors is that their efficiency drops, off drastically with gas flow.
As a result, they are simply not competitive nor applicable to many of the mission requirements. Recip-
rocating, or positive displacement, machiens are needed in the low to moderate cooling load regimes.
Other Mechanical Cooler Efforts
Although not specifically applicable to space, the Office of Naval Research has recently initiated
a cryogenic cooler program that may have some spin-off. Also, thero is a recent effort at Oxford Uni-
versity to develop a .5 watt, 2 year lifetime, Stirling cycle cooler. This machine employs a linear drive
and control circuitry similar to the NASA/Goddard effort, but utilizes a spring support system in lieu of
magnetic bearings.
ADSORPTION AND MAGNETIC SYSTEMS
Several investigators have developed, or are working in, .3°K, 3 He adsorption systems for long
wavelength infrared bolometers. Balloon experiments utilizing such systems have already flown,14
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and other flights are planned by NASA. The systems typically use charcoal or zeolite to provide
pumping on a container of 3 14e. A system of this nature, designed and fabricated at the Goddard
Space Flight Center for the ground testing of bolometers, 15
 is shown in Figure 11. Note the heat
switch to permit recycling of the helium.
Figure 11. Adsorption 3 H Cooler
NASA Ames Research Center is working on a 3 He system 16 with a copper sponge type of fluid
maintenance device for zero•g operations. Testing of the device with an adverse gravity orientation is
planned, but has not yet been accomplished.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is working on adsorption, Joule Thompson expansion, refrigera.
tors17 for possible use on planetary missions. Such systems are generally inefficient. However, the
power input is in the form of heat, which could be obtained from an isotope source or a solar collector.
To date analytical studies of system designs have been conducted and potential compressor designs are
being tested.
Efforts to develop an:2diabatic demagnetization refrigerator for space application have been pro-
ceeding at the NASA Ames Research Center and Goddard Space Flight Center. The system offers the
possibility of cooling infrared bolometers to the .1 K temperature range without any unusual gravity
effects. The basic approach differs little from laboratory systems except that the structural design must
survive launch loads. Considerable effort has been expended in this area at Goddard and, hopefully, a
sound structure has been designed. However, testing of the refrigerator is not yet underway. At Ames,
performance demonstration tests of their laboratory system have been completed.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has been exploring the development of magnetic cooling for
higher temperature/higher cooling load systems, 18,19 as compared to the described adiabatic demagnet-
ization systems. Under Jet Propulsion finding, Los Alamos has exan-fined thkdr systems for space
18
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application. The systems still require a great deal of development in material technology and in the
overall design schema. Another problem is that superconducting magnets are required; thus, the cool-
ing system itself requires very low temperatures with all of the inherent problems for space application.
CONCLUSION
A variety of systems will be used to provide for the increasing demand for spacebome instrument
cryogenic cooling.
Radiant coolers will continue to find widespread application for low cooling-load/high-temperature
situations. Advanced radiant coolers will provide larger heat Mjection, but will still suffer front space-
craft and orbit constraints.
Solid cryogenic coolers are less sensitive to their environment but, as an open system, are lia+etIm_;'
limited. Future utilization of 10 K solid hydrogen is envisioned.
For very low temperature requirements, liquid helium systems are being developed. The most
notable effort is the design, fabrication and test of the nominal one-year lifetime superfluid helium
dewar for the Infrared Astronomical Satellite. The same basic dewar will also be used for the Cm-t-ic
Background Explorer Satellite.
A long4ifetime closed-cycle, mechanical cooler is one of the most critical space technological
needs. Numerous programs are underway to develop then, systems.
Other advanced cooler efforts include development work on adsorption and magnetic systems.
The next five years should indeed be very exciting, as many new cryogenic systems will fly and
other: may exhibit technological breakthroughs. Studies on optimizing system performance by using
combinations of the basic cooling systems will also be performed.
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Minutes
WORKSHOP IV - FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN ACTIVE MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING
A Study to Identify Research Issues in the Area of Electromagnetic Measurements and
Signal Handling of Remotely Sensed Data.
A workshop on active microwave remote sensing was held on February l and 2, 1982, at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. An agenda and attendance list
are attached.
Ulaby discussed scene scattering characteristics, commenting on the sparse state of
knowledge of complex dielectric constants of scene materials. Water appears to be
the primary variable affecting scene response. He commented that in his corn plant
experiments 20% of the plant water is in leaves, 80% in stalks. Most of his
discussion would call for research in the scene radiation characteristics area. He
did note that cross polarization measurements are difficult because of instrumenta
-
tion problems. Fung followed with a discussion of theoretical modeling, again
concentrating on the scene radiation characteristics aspect. He covered surface
and volume scattering models, five approaches in each area.
Jerry Solomon presented material on the Stokes vector and Mueller matrix formulation
of the scene scattering problem and showed some scatterometer data and radar
polarization imagery. Again, the emphasis is on scene characterization. Boerner
followed with a discussion of the Poincare sphere presentation of Stokes vector
information, and how polarization information could lead to target character
inferences. It was clear from these presentations that multifrequency, multipolari-
zation measurements and associated instruments would be required for understanding
radar signal-scene interaction.
n Held discussed instrumentation aspects of the SEASAT synthetic aperture radar
including radiometry. Saturation of electronics causes non-linear signal modifi-
cations. Noise sources include data link gain changes when the SAR transmitter is on,
leakage effects, and temperature effects. Non-thermal noise signals are present from
Earth-round radars. Ulaby•followed with a presentation on the difficulties of
calibration of radar systems and put forth an idea of a calibrated receiver-amplifier-
transmitter active target. He stated that calibrator cross-section to background
cross-section ratio had to greatly exceed 400:1 for half a decibel precision broad
beamwidth is required, and no multiple reflections should occur. There was general
agreement that radar system calibration was not easy, had not been done to a level of
3 decibels absolute or 1 decibel relative, and that this was a fruitful area of
research in electromagnetic measurements.
Li spoke on performance metrics and their relation to image analysis, emphasizing
impulse response, radiometric accuracy, and pixel statistics. Resolution, side lobe
structure, range and azimuth ambiguities, relative and absolute radiometrv, amplitude
transfer function, number of looks, grey levels, and pixel signal-to-noise ratio were
considered and a trade-off example was presented.
in closing on Monday afternoon, Kobrick presented the image distortion effects
peculiar to radar imagery because it is a slant-range azimuth measurement. Research
issues put forth were similar to those discussed by Curlander in the Rectification
and Registration Workshop in November, 1981. There is a need to investigate radar-
grammetry equations analytically, and use simulations extensively.
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On Tuesday morning Bicknell discussed synthetic aperture radar processing with
emphasis on azimuth compression by FFT convolution in an advanced digital SAR
processor. Following this, Curlander and Wang discussed the issues of registration
and rectification of radar data. Research issues consist of:
1. Optimal SAR image registration techniques
2. Incorporation of pixel height information into algorithms
3. Parallel processing techniques
4. Automatic feature detection to select registration test areas
S. Feasibility of automatic multisensor registration.
Tuesday closed with presentations by Naraghi and Evans of JPL on applications.
Discussion on several research issues occupied the rest of the meeting. Attendees
wrote to Charles Elachi to suggest research topics. A copy of these letters is
attached.
L
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WORKING GROUP REPORT MEETING
A Study to identify Research Issues in the Area of Electromagnetic
Measurements and Signal Handling of Remotely Sensed Data
A Working Group Report Meeting was held at Lockheed, Palo Alto, California,
on April 12, 13, and 14, 1982. A list of attendees is attached.
The meeting began with a critical reading of the outline and partial rough
draft report (copy attached). Holmes had taken the position there was
little in the way of fundamental research to be done in much of the techno-
logy areas of electromagnetic measurements and signal handling. The group
voiced its disbelief that this was so and gave examples. Most of the first
day was spent in argumentation over fundamental research definition in this
highly hardware-oriented area.
On the second day it was decided that we should list the fundamental research
needs associated with various categories, and this was done. The list
follows:
A. Platform Position, Velocity
Available subsystems cover desirable ranges of 1 to 10m by
precision tracking, 10 to 100m by GPS navigational satellites,
and 100 to 1000m by orbit prediction following tracking orbit
determination. All basic information needed for input to design
procedures is available. An exception is precise aircraft position
control.
B. Platform and Sensors Altltutde and Attitude Rates
The platform-sensor combination should be viewed as a complete
system. This was felt to be a fundamental research item.
At low frequencies, horizon sensing works at the 0.1 0 control
level. Star tracker/gyro systems work at *180urad (LANDSAT-D),
±10-25urad (HEAD-2), and ±35urad (Space Telescope). Angular rate
limits to desirable bounds are not as well demonstrated in either
estimation or control, but good lab demonstrations are available.
Yaw control is good except in aircraft. 10's of urad attitude control
is available to remote sensing now, and demonstrations to hundreds of
nanoradians are in the offering. Not much fundamental research
need here.
At high frequencies, the LANDSAT-D attitude displacement sensor
is sensitive to about lurad. Attentuation of high frequency jitter
by design is very necessary and may call for some fundamental experi-
mental research. Accurate instantaneous boresight estimation needs
to be done.
C. Antennas and Optics
In the optical area, wide field large apeeture optics, including
stray Eight and diffraction analysis and design is an active field of
research today. Scanning line-of-sight alignment and precision calls
for creative design. Wavelength selection and polarization sensitivity
are areas of interest but more closely related to scene radiation
studies. Wide field large aperture optics design clearly stood out
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as the main area for research.
At microwave frequencies, multifrequency and multipolarization
antenna design requires good fundamental experimental research. In
addition, adaptive large antennas such as line-of-sight scanners and
multibeam units may also be appropriate research objects.
On optical active system transmitters, we concluded that this
was very well covered by DoD research.
D. Detectors/Preamps
In the optical region cooling is not seen as a fundamental
research issue since systems and procedures already exist. Sensitivity,
wavelength coverage, size, and geometric fidelity in arrays are seen as
areas of potential research. Detector material technology and processing
technology are serious limiting factors to electromagnetic sensing but
this fundamental research is heavily supported by DOD. Spatial and
temporal sampling strategies in the focal plane may be areas of funda-
mental research closely ;allied with signal handling at the electronics
front-end.
There were perceived to be no problems of fundamental research
In detectors and preamps in microwave systems. 	 €
E. Signal Processing and Handling
In the optical area low frequency DC restoration is still a
problem. Beyond that the question of how much processing should be
done on board is viewed as a system design problem. Fundamental
research in electronic signal handling is well-advanced and there is
a wealth of technology for system designers to draw upon.
In microwave systems there are some significant research areas
in information processing and extraction due to the particular charac-
ter of SAR signals. How to process for squint and spotlight modes is
a question. Direct processing of data without image formation could
be very useful; no one knows how to do it. The same is true of data
compressson of raw SAR data. The utility of maintaining phase infor-
mation, which is now lost in image formation is simply not known.
F. Calibration
There is room for innovation and fundamental experimental
research In calibration, especially in the infrared and microwave
regions. Standard sources, stability, uniformity, accuracy or absolute
precision, all are in need of improvement. Current capabilities are no
better than 5% absolute, 1-2% relative even in the visible range.
G. System Design
This is the largest single area in terms of work to be done,
but the area may not be considered by many to be fundamental research.
There are feelings about requirements, such as a just right spatial
resolution by situation that should be variable, a definite need to
go into the SWIR, TIR, and microwave spectral regions, a need to have
coverage flexibility to get the right data at the right times, single
or multiple platform choices, and a need for a microwave Imaging
spectrometer fr-om l to 30 GHz with poldrimetry capability, but these
are seldom justified by a formal system design procedure. Figure 1.1
,may
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FIGURE I. SYSTEM DESIGN
Figure 1.1
shows a formal system design procedure. It requires reasonable
modeling and simulation capability which does not now exist, but
could be produced.
The situation appears to be as follows:
1. Actual needs exist, but those who have the needs
are unaware of what the technology could do to
help them, thus
2. User needs and proof thereof are vague so
3. We don't have a clear idea of what jobs need to be
done hence
L+. We don't know how to string available technologies
together even though
5. There is a lot of technology available, perhaps with
some fundamental issues still to be researched.
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Following the preceding listing, the group decidedthat system design was a
long-missing activity that in fact would be necessary if for no other reason
than to provide support for fundamental research activities in scene radiation
and atmospheric effects characterization and mathematical pattern recognition
and imago analysis. Many different scenarios should be generated, examples
given, and it should be done by the electromagnetic measurements and signal
handling people .
The afternoon of the second day included a tour of the Lockheed, Palo Alto,
research facilities and v!!O ous project efforts.
Disrussion of final report Focus and main thrust completed the third day.
A preliminary synopsis of the final report is contained in a paper to be
presented at Purdue in July, 1982, attached.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
This is the final report of A Study to identify Research Issues in the
Area of Electromagnetic Measurements and Signal Handling of Remotely
Sensed Data. The report describes all work performed under contract
NAS 9-16390 and covers the time period from July, 1981 through March, 1982.
The primary objective of this work is aptly described in the title of the
study. In particular the work defines a program which will lead to the
definition of sensor and system requirements for various missions, and
defines specific areas of pursuit of fundamental research In electromagnetic
measurements and signal handling that are relatively independent of mission
and instrument. Current status wild be discussed first, followed by oppor-
tunities for fundamental research.
Current status of electromagnetic measurements and signal handling of
remotely sensed data and opportunities for fundamental research thereon
were determined in two working group meetings and four workshops!
i. Working Group Organizational Meeting at ERIM, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, August 6 and 7, 1981. General discussion on
issues, format of pending workshops.
2. Workshop 1, THE REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM: DATA SOURCES, f:LOWS,
AND USES, at the Lunar and Planetary Sciences Institute at
NASA/JSC, Clear Lake City, Texas, October 14-16, 1981.
Briefings' from other study team leaders on fundamental research
issues in scene radiation and atmospheric effects, mathematical
pattern recognition and image analysis, and information evalua-
tion and utilization. Current efforts in the GE-NASA/GSFC-EROS
Data Center data source and flow system were presented and dis-
cussed as were the muitispectral linear array instrument definition
studies.
3. Workshop 11, NASA REGISTRATION AND RECTIFICATION WORKSHOP at the
Xerox Training Center in Leesburg, Virginia, November 17-19, 1981,
followed by an afternoon and morning meeting of the working group
on November 19-20, 1981. Presentations on a broad range of reg..i-
stration and rectification issues followed by panel discussions,
and recommendations. The working group identified and discussed
research Issues in registration and rectification.
4. Workshop Ill, VISUAL, IR, AND PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSORS at NASA/
GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland, January 11 and 12, 1982. Presentations
and discussions on atmospheric effects, LIDAR, calibration of
sensors, MLA systems, detector arrays, passive microwave systems
in soil moisture measurements, detector cooling systems, military
systems,
1
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5. Workshop 1V, FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN ACTIVE MICROWAVE REMOTE
SENSING, at JPL, Pasadena, California, February 1 and 2, 1982.
Presentations and discussions on scattering theories applied
to imaging radars and scatterometers, imaging radar polarimetry,
radiometry, performance metrics, elevation effects and stereo,
SAR processing, and SAR combination with multispecvral data
after geometric correction and mosalcing.
6. Working Group Recommendations Meeting, at Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company, Palo Alto, California, Apri 1 12-14
1982. Final discussions on recommendations, editorial commentary
on final report wording.
Minutes of the two working group meetings and the four workshops, including
attendance lists, are included in the Appendix of this report.
This study was one of four undertaken on the remote sensing system. The
remote sensing system study areas are shown in Figure 1.1 with the portion
of interest in electromagnetic measurements and signal handling circumscribed.
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FIGURE 1.3 THE REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM
The four study areas are not as neatly separable and mutually exclusive
a ,o the diagram would imply; overlaps of this report with reports from
other study areas is inevitable.
Thus, the study k;,)n Mathematical Pattern Recognition and Image Aoalysis
discusses the issues of geometric preprocessing including reference
coordinate systems, control and correspondence (rectification and regis-
tration), resampling, registration-rectification sequence, errors,
tolerance, and accuracy measures, sensor/platform modeling, and topographic
problems. These clearly relate to issues of satellite ephemeris, attitude,
and structural rigidity, sensor geometric design and performance, and
on-board and ground station signal processing including SAR image formation.
The same report discussed issues of radiometric preprocessing including
haze distortion, terrain relief effects, and view angle/sun angle effects.
These issues are clearly related to the radiometric measurement integrity
of the sensor and the subsequent signal handling system. Further, the
FILM
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1mixing of radiometris,,`and geometric effects is inherent in the finite paint
spread function of a physically realizable sensor even before resampling;
resampling causes further confounding of radiometry and geometry. 	 t
Issues discussed in the study on Scene Radiation end Atmospheric Effects
Characterization include scene and scene parts modeling to develop under- 	 i
standing of the absorption and scattering of irradiating energy to arrive
at scene radiance, and atmospheric modeling over non-uniform scenes to
understand atmospheric interaction with scene radiance to arrive at sensor
irradiance.	 Atmospheric path radiance, scene radiance spatial distribution,
adjacency effects due tip atmospheric point spread function contributions,
and crosscirradiance th ► .,rough atmospheric backscatter influence the radio-
metric and geometric aspects of sensor measurements and so become Influencing
factors in preprocessing.
The study on Information Utilization and Evaluation recognizes that an Ill-
defined user community should provide the requirements placed on other por-
tions of the remote sensing system, particularly upon sensor systems and
mission plans. While this requirements connection may be ill-defined and
vague, it may also be the most important connection to future system designs.'
Because of these relationships with the other studies, this report on research
issues in electromagnetic measurements and signal handling deals with sen-
1 tforims	 T d o 	 reprnress i n. i the context of strong.Svr^, N^a^^vtui^, E.vnnnurrrCa^rvnS, and p.c,+rvvr. ».ny n	 ^	 -'
and direct connections to scene radiation and atmospheric effects charac-
terization and mathematical pattern recognition and image analysis as the 	 a
adjacent components of the system. In a broader sense, the report recog-
nizes that the research issues of sensor, platform, communications, and
preprocessing characteristics and mission requirements derive from and are
tested against the overall system purpose, which must be stated ultimately
by the user of the acquired information, whoever that may be.
i
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Section 2
CURRENT STATUS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
AND SIGNAL HANDLING OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA
The electromagnetic measurements and signal handling portion of the remote
sensing system consists of one or more platforms bearing sensory instruments,
on--board signal handling and processing, communications to ground stations,
ground signal handling, and preprocessing. A logical organization of current
status topics begins with the position and velocity of the mass center of the
platform/sensor system in geocentric space. The next topic is the attitude
and attitude rates of both the platform and sensory instrument optical or
electromagnetic axes. Following this, the basic sensed electromagnetic power
receiver (telescope or antenna) characteristics are considered, in the case
of active systems the irradiating power transmitter characteristics are
included. At this point the sampling strategy (scanning,'spatial arrays,
range/Doppler schema) of the received electromagnetic power in space, time,
wavelength, amplitude, phase, and polarization aspects, resulting in electronic
signals, fits in nicely. It is then appropriate to consider the precision and
accuracy of the basic measurements at the platform sensor system, with attention
on calibraition and noise source characteristics. Next to last, the handling of
the basic measurement signals from digitization through communication and pay
load correction processing to geometric preprocessing is discussed. Current
status topics closes with a review of system design procedures, concentrating
an current :shortcomings..
2.1
	
PLATFORM AND SENSOR SYSTEM POSITION AND VELOCITY
The platform/;sensor system center of mass position and velocity components
form an important part of the system state description. Current practice calls
for a selection of desired satellite ephemeris or aircraft flightline, estima-
tion of the actual orbit or flightline, and control or, at least, annotation of
the actual orbit or flightline in an appropriate coordinate system.
Most Earth resources sensing orbits to date have been designed to be nearly
circular at 700 to 950 kilometers altitude and sun-synchronous. Sun synchrony
achieved through orbital precession due to Earth obiateness sets the inclination
at approximately 980 . While the second order associated Legendre polynomial
term in the expansion of the gravitational potential of Earth dominates the
orbit perturbation, higher order terms of the gravitational potential expansion,
drag, solar radiation pressure, and perturbations from sun, moon, and planetary
gravitational fields cause further deviations from the nominal circular orbit (1).
Analysis modules exist with Earth gravitational field expansions carried out to
high degree and rank in spherical harmonics and atmosphere and solar effects
appropriately modeled. Predictions over a period of days following accurate orbit
determination have position uncertainty growth of a few hundred meters per day
along track, about 50 meters per day across track, and a few tens of meters per
day radially at typical resources sensing altitudes. The orbit itself will vary
In altitude by over 40 kilometers around the globe, about 20 kilometers over a
given latitude, and approximately 5 to 10 kilometers across-track.
Shuttle orbits and geosynchronous orbits
to the remote sensing community at this
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for resources sensing are less familiar
time. A considerable literature exists,
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however, on station keeping and orbit determination for these orbits. The 	 _.
study cited (1) considers Earth app'licatiohs orbit analysis for a shuttle-
mounted multispectral mapper at a nominal 265 kilometers lnitially circular
sun-synchronous orbit. It shows initI1,1 altitude variations of 8 kilometers
growing to 25 kilometers after 16 days', and orbital Inclination pertubations
of about 0.015 0 peak-to-peak, translating Into an across-track swing of over a
kilometer.	 ?{
in general, then, it appears that satellite Earth orbits appropriate to remote
sensing will have nearly periodic and monotonic drift deviations from nominal
orbits that grow at rates of tens to hundreds of meters per day. Therefore,
orbit selection is nominal at best; actual orbit ephemerides require frequent
position and velocity measurement or valid perturbation models for epoch state
propagation with less frequent measurement.	 d
Aircraft nominal flight line selection is commonplace. However, deviations
from nominal due to winds, turbulence, and pilot action pose the problem of
accurate state vector determination, particularly in such applications as active
altimeter (laser, radar) profiling of the surface below.
I
Orbit or flight line estimation is accomplished by direct ground tracking from 	 1
one or more stations, possibly with laser or radar ranging, Doppler ranging by
trilateration from known-orbit navigational satellite constellations (2), and
various ce^mbinations of multiple ground stations and know;-orbit satellite
comparisons. A study developing the Earth's gravitational field to eighteenth
degree and geocentric coordinates for over one-hundred satellite tracking
stations from both satellite and terrestrial data (3) is informative of the
i
	
	
considerations to be made in the coupled problem of accurate determination of
both satellite orbits and tracking station coordinates. Satellite position
determinations of 5 to 10 meters accuracy from stations located to 2 to 5
meters accuracy are quoted with optical tracking at 1 to 4 arc seconds direc.-
tional accuracy after reduction for precession, nutation, aberration and paral-
lactic refraction; laser range data are assumed accurate to about 2 meters after
correction. Since this 1973 work precision tracking is able to determine an
orbit within tighter bounds; a meter or two has been assumed to be the known
accuracy of the SEASAT orbit.
Predictions on the Global Positioning System state that in Phase 1 5 to 70 meters
resolution in position and 0.01
	 to 0.13 meters/second resolution
	 in velocity is s
expected.	 In Phase 11 position resolution increases to 2 to 15 meters and
velocity resolution bounds improve to 0.01 to 0.05 meters/second.
	 The GPS system
will also be of value in remote sensing aircraft flightline estimation to
similar accuracies
	 (4).
In both satellite and aircraft resource sensing systems
	 it is most desirable
to relate the position and velocity vectors of the platform center of mass to
4-^
an Earth-based datum rather thar'i to a geocentric inertial
	 reference frame.
This places the burden for corrections for rotation, general precession, and
nutation on the tracking or navigational systems for satellite platforms and
aircraft navigating by satellite constellations.
	 This is currently accomplished
in the LANDSAT program, is included in the concept of the World Reference
System, and is part of the geodetic error determinator subsystem for LANDSAT D.
At the present time estimates of the ephemeris state vector are coupled with
estimates of attitude and instrument optical axis state vectors and checked
against ground control point locations in a recursive distortion estimator
2-2
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process.
Ephemeris control Is accomplished by conventional gas thruster systems for
both manned and unmanned satellites. A sizeable literature and technology
exists in this area. Aircraft control is even more advanced.
In summary, It appears, , that satellite ephemeris estimation to within a l-a
error of about 100 meters by tracking is straight-forward, while estimation
to within a 1-a error of about 10 meters is possible with an operational GPS
constellation. Thus selection, estimation, and control of platform center of
mass position and velocity for remote sensing purposes appears to be well-
advanced in fundamental knowledge and understanding and can profit most from
evolutionary engineering improvements.
2.2 PLATFORM AND SENSOR ATTITUDE STATE VECTORS
The three angles which describe the instantaneous orientation of a set of
platform body-fixed axes with respect to a geocentric inertial frame (say,
equinox and equator of a particular epoch) and their rates of change or
angular velocities constitute an additional six state variables. If the
platform and sensory system can be assumed to approximate a rigid body to
within some allowed error budget of, say, fractions of an arc second at all
frequencies plus some calibrated, fixed offset, then knowledge of these six
state variables plus the center of mass position and velocity state variables
would suffice for a dynamic description of the platform/sensor system.
However, this, is not the present state of affairs. Larson, et.al .(5) noted
that applications of modern control theory to nonrigid spacecraft were just
beginning to emerge in 1977. The literature concerning flexible spacecraft
attitude control has increased since then (see, for example, the Journal of
Guidance and Control). One recent paper by Kaplow and Velman (6) addresses
the Issues of vibrating equipment on optical alignments of large space
telescopes and instabilities that may result from flexible coupling between
attitude sensors and actuators. A report on control system performance for
the High Energy Astronomy Observatory on-orbit (7) addresses thermal bending
distortions accounting for up to lg arc-seconds of misalignment and notes that
a Jitter specification of less than 1 arc-second/second appears to be amply met.
An electromagnetic sensor mounted on a sensing platform has a radiometric
coordinate system; the instantaneous optical axis of a telescope/mirror
arrangement or the main lobe axis of an antenna and appropriate orthogonal axes
are typical choices. These sensing axes will be dynamically related to the
body-fixed platform axis either purposefully in the case of mechanical scanners,
stereo mirrors, and roll joints for side-looking, or inadvertently through
structural vibrations and flexures excited by platform system actuators, sensor
moving parts, or thermal gradients and transients. Thus it is also necessary
to include angles and angular rates of a radiometric sensor coordinate system
with respect to, most conveniently, the platform body-fixed coordinate system.
Similar considerations hold true for aircraft remote sensina. Thus a complete
state vector to describe the pointing of one electromagnetic sensor is typically
an eighteen component vector: six in position and velocity of the platform,
six in angles and angular rates of a body-fixed coordinate system, and six in
angles, and angular rates of the sensor radiometric coordinate system. This is
the case for LANDSAT D and its Thematic Mapper and Multispectral Scanner sensors.
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Body attitude selection for most Earth sensing satellite systems has customarily
called for maintenance of a nominal nadir pointing of one of the body axes and
nominal along-track and across-track pointing of she two remaining axes. This
is true for the LANDSAT series and SEASAT, and appears to be the plan for the
French SPOT and pending Japanese and Canadian satellite plans. For the sensor
radiometric coordinate system, there are two aspects of attitude selection
with respect to body-fixed axes. First, there may be commandable pointing
which calls for a setting of radiometric axes followed by a period of data
collection at that setting. The French SPOT sensors call for the ability to
pushbroom-scan at up to ;270
 off-nadir cross-track. Multispectral linear ,array
design studies recently completed respond to a specification for 1300 roll off-
nadir cross-track and ±260
 off-nadir along-track for stereo capability. At
least one of these studies (Eastman Kodak Company) has been reported in the open
literature (8). Future sensor systems will probably have commandable sensor
radiometric pointing as a matter of routine. Second, electromechanical or
electronic scanning is a very rapid time-varying sensor attitude selection,
most commonly a linear sweep, though conical schemes have been employed as in
the Skylab S-192 sensor.
Estimation and control of platform attitude for remote sensing and other systems
has been well-developed thorough the 1970's based on concepts that were weli-
understood by the mid-1960's. Roberson (9) reviewed the status of the field
in early 1979. White, et.al . (10) dealt with LANDSAT mission presuming star
tracker and landmark measurements in an extended Kalman filter estimation of
attitude, orbital ephemeris, and gyro bias drifts: ,Attitude uncertainties of
a few arc-seconds in roll and pitch and about 10 arc-seconds in yaw were found
in that simulation and sensitivities with respect to star tracker and landmark
update frequencies, landmark position error, star tracker angular error, and
gyro random drift were graphed. The Seasat A attitude control system is
described in considerable detail by Weiss, et.al . (11) to maintain 0.3 degree
pitch and roll and 0.75 degree yaw stabilization. Sorenson, et.al . (12)
describe digital algorithms for precision attitude estimation and control of
attitude to better than
	
0.01 degree from nominal for use in LANDSAT D.
The algorithms assume two precision startrackers making discrete attitude
measurements and three rate-integrating gyros for an attitude estimation
between star updates. Po'inting errors lie well within the 136 arc-seconds
allowed bounds, appearing to have peak-to-peak values of 15 arc-seconds.
The control system natural frequency is assumed to be 0.1 rad/second or a
bandwidth of about 0.016 Hz. Star tracker 1-a noise nominal value was 10 arc-
seconds; it is noted the pointing errors are directly propotional to star
tracker measurement noise and relatively immune to variations of typical gyro
errors about nominal values. Star tracker nominal time between updates is
one minute. Dougherty, et.al . (13) describe a preliminary design approach
to a strapdown attitude reference system; root sum square error of three
single-axis estimates ranges from about 9 to 34 arc-seconds for three example
systems. The High Energy Astronomy Observatory-2 system was successfully
poioted to 2 to 5 arc-seconds and attitude measurements to better than 2 arc-
seconds were evidenced (7).
Roberson (9) gives his opinion of attitude control as follows: "...attitude
control, at least in many aspects, is about exhausted as a field of research.
Much of the field is rapidly becoming an area of development or of conventional
engineering practice. Certainly some areas of active research will continue
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for a time, such as the attitude control of flexible satellites, control and*r
extreme pointing requirements, and certain others." And further, '"...the
research area of attitude control, notwithstanding a continuing trickle of new
work, will have run much of its course in its first quarter-century."
Estimation of the instantaneous radiometric sensor attitude for both Inten-
tional causes (scanning, pointing) or unintentional causes (vibrations, thermal
flexure) is quite a different problem from the low frequency platform attitude
control situation just discussed. Two scan mirrors will operate in Thematic
Mapper: the main cross-track scan mirror will have a linear triangle wave
motion except at the turnaround points and the along-track scan line corrector
mirror jumps ahead at each turn-around of the main mirror and linearly back-
scans to permit bidirectional main scanning. Timing, control, and position
estimation of both mirrors is critical to successful ground preprocessing.
In LANDSAT'D a triaxial angular displacement sensor is mounted on the Thematic
Mapper itself to sense vibrational instrument attitude out to frequencies in
excess of 10011z.
'rhe frequency dependence of radiometric attitude variations is critical to high
resolution sensors. This is because geometric preprocessing is conventionally
done by affine transformations on subimages and the size of the subimage that
can be so handled depends on the rate and regularity at which radiometric axes
attitudes change; a high frequency large amplitude random jitter would ulti-
mately decrease subima ge size to a pixel-by-pixel registration. extraordinarily
inefficient. Moreover, the density of ground control points required for a
given rectification accuracy increases as high frequency radiometric attitude
variations increase. Current expectations on lower frequency attitude errors
In LANDSAT D Thematic Mapper are:
Frequency Range	 la Error, arc-seconds	 Primary Cause
0-0.01 Hz -
	 36	 Attitude Control System
0.01-0.4 Hz	 10	 TDRSS drive motors
0.4-7 ft	 0.3	 TDRSS drive motors
For higher frequencies specifications on roll, pitch, and yaw jitter are
	
Baseline Expected Errors
	 Worst Case
Roll	 0.93	
— 2.0 l
	
All caused
>711z	 Pitch	 0.20	 2.2 r	 by scan mirror
Yaw	 0.30 
	 16.8 )	 motion
	 'l
These specifications assure that jitter gap caused by pitch and yaw will be less
than one 30 meter pixel even in the worst case. As an additional low frequency
attitude effect, there is a 12 arc-second offset per degree Celsius across the
Thematic Mapper.
While radiometric sensor attitude expectations are in the fractions to ten arc-
seconds in design for the LANDSAT D system, it remains to be seen at this writing
how the actual performance measures up to expectations. The LANDSAT D Image
Data Quality Analysis Program announced in AN: GSFC-81-A seeks to quantify the
actual Thematic Mapper and Multispectral Scanner performances after launch
planned for the third quarter of 1982. After experience of the last few years,
it appears that minimizing unwanted high frequency radiometric attitude varia-
tions is mainly a problem of sound structural design and attention to reducing
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mechanical vibrational sources, Scanning mirror motion integrity and estimation
requirements are severe in Thematic Mapper due to a 146 pixel offset between
bands due to detector placements in the focal plane.
Kaplow and Velman (6) propose separation of spacecraft into vibrationally "dirty"
zones and "clean" zones with active Isolation between zones. While this would be
reasonable for sensors that are not themselves potential vibration sources, the
MSS and TM scanners are vibrational sources.
Aircraft sensing involves much the mmne issues In attitude measurement and control.
Attitude effects are often much more noticeable in aircraft data than In
satellite data, particular for lower altitude flights, and more time-consuming
in correction algorithms.
In summary, low frequency attitude selection, estimation, and control is well-
advanced in knowledge and understanding. High frequency attitude variations
In both the platform and electromagnetic sensor axes with respect to low fre-
quency body attitude sensing Instrumentation have appeared as areas of concern
In the last three years, with actual system measurements and resulting analysis
effects yet to be done experimentally once LANOSAT D goes up. Attitude sensi-
tivities to thermal gradients, vibrations, and scan regimen are areas of
current concern. While knowledge of physical principles of vibration, scanning
dynamics, and thermal gradient warping may be well in hand, the experimental
understanding of the importance and magnitude of these effects on data analysis
remains to be developed and may be an important step to solve registration and
rectification problems at their source.
2.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC POWER RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS
The two commonplace receivers of electromagnetic energy from remotely sensed
objects are telescopes at optical frequencies and either array or disk antennas
at microwave frequencies. The Multispectral Scanners and to Thematic Mapper
feature Ritchey-0 retien telescopes; 22.8 cm diameter f/3.6 optics and 41.1 cm
diameter f/6 optics respectively. SEASAT and Shuttle synthetic aperture radar
sensors feature large array antennas. Current plans in passive: microwave; sensing
feature large deployable light weight disk antenna designs. The Apollo Lunar
Sounder radar employed a VHF Yagi antenna and an HF dipole antenna.
In theoptical sensors the desire for simultaneous measurements over a range.
from 0.4 to 13 micrometers wavelength has generally meant all-reflective optics.
This thrust Is expected to continue in multispectral linear array designs with
stringent registration requirements, though there are refractive designs extant,
some with Mangin correctors, others with multiple telescopes. The reflective
Schmidt optical design by Kodak (8) is typical of efforts to achieve the wide
field essential to MLA sensors. The MLA design study requirements call for
over 12,000 sensors; at a linear array pitch of i5 to 25 micrometers per detector
an array length of 18 to 30 centimeters is required. The degrees of freedom
available to an optical designer in the Ritchey-Chretien configuration will
usually not suffice to accommodate such a wide field (14), so additional degrees
of freedom associated with extra or non-conical section optical surfaces are
required. SPOT employs a Matsukov telescope design.
Optical design technology is well-developed and its principles thoroughly under-
stood. Geometric o tics (infinite frequency, zero wavelength approximation of
Maxwell's equations and associated ray tracing design techniques are documented
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and programmed. Diffraction theory supplies the appropriate finesse to the
geometric optics results, Matrix methods and Stokes parameters can be used
to address polarization issues, though polarization at oPtieral frequencies
has generally been ignored in sensing instrument design,
Microwave antennas also draw upon a well-developed technology. The array
antenna may pose difficulties of phasing and power distribution from a prac-
tical viewpoint, but principles are established. Because the geometric
location of active microwave sensing is related to range and Doppler information,
relatively little attention has been paid to physical resolving power, However,
polarization has received considerably more attention than It has In the optical
frequencies, in part beca'45e it is perceived that some information is prep ent
in polarization of microwave data. The major questions to be asked in polari-
zation relate to the ability to really develop a polarization measurement
capability with minimum cross-talk between polarizations, both sent and received.
Optical transmitters of any reasonable: strength involve lasers, with modes and
polarizations important. Active optical remote sensing is not commonplace at
this time. On the other hand active microwave sensing is the rule. Generally,
the transmitting and receiving antennas are one and the same. The transmitting
properties of an antenna are usually directly related to its receiving properties.
It appears that the technology of energy transmitters is well-understood, and
that the main issues involved anN engineering issues,
Structural i nteg ri ty and ease	 d an s tab ility f l i i -	 considerat ions 	  	 _- 	 , o, .,l, ^ —y^^nicn c` ar s.     	 fo r
any sound electromagnetic receiver or transmitter system. The principles Involved
are well-known and engineering practice calls for creative design and for existing
good design analysis capability for proposed systems.
The major effect of optical system performance is expressed as a point spread
function or modulation transfer function. This is a transfer function approach
to optical design, and considers diffraction phenomena, in addition to the
geometrical optics approach of the detector as a field stop. At present, the
diffraction contribution can be modeled for the typical circular or annular
apertures using classical diffraction theory (15) (16). Misalignment and figure
contributions to a blur circle can also be modeled (14). Thematic Mapper has
been modeled as a Gaussian diffraction point spread function with a standard
deviation of about 8 microradians at 0.5 micrometers wavelength or an 80%
radiant power blur circle of about 25 microradians, convolved with the 42.5
microradian detector field stop function,
In summary, it appears that the optical and microwave receiver and transmitter
areas are advanced in fundamental knowledge and understanding and in need mainly
of engineering development for specific systems.
2.4 SAMPLING OF RECEIVED ELECTROMAGNETIC POWER
The electromagnetic power which enters the electromagnetic sensor of a remote
sensing system contains information in the Poynting power in the form of amplitude,
phase, polarization, wavelength or frequency, and degree of coherence. If the
power received is a return from a transmission of known characteristics (an active
system) then Information is contained in the transformation of these attributes by
reflecting scene elements and in time-of-flight in a time encoded transmission.
The received electromagnetic power is sampled in space and in time by detectors
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and their associated electronics, and by motion of the platform, the pointing or
scanning of the electromagnetic receiver axes, Doppler shift, and time-of-flight.
In the optical wavelengths region the philosophy in early remote sensing systems
(aircraft scanners, MSS, Coastal Zone Color Scanner) has been modest spatial
parallelism In order to achieve both spectral separation and slower mirror scans
with attendant lower bandwidth and higher signal-to-noise ratio. Beyond that,
spatial sampling in such systems is accomplished by platform forward motion and
optical axis motion together with sequential time sampling. For example, the
Multlspectral Scanner has a 24-fold spatial parallelism, 4 units in one direction
with interference filters to achieve four different wavelength bands, plus 6 units
In an orthogonal direction to reduce the scanning mirror rate and bandwidth (17).
In Thematic Mapper 16-fold spatial parallelism per band in the visual, near
infrared, and short wave infrared bands reduces bandwidth requirements per
detector channel, while a 6-fold spatial parallelism accomodates six spectral
bands. In the thermal infrared there is only one band with a 4-fold spatial
parallelism (18). The remaining spatial sampling rate capabilities of MSS and TM
are accomplished by time sampling at rates roughly comparable to an instantaneous
field of view dwell time (MSS X14 /isec, TM%9.6 µsec) ►
 The tradeoffs with respect
to signal-to-noise ratio, scan rate, aperture size, IFOV, and detector type are
well un' ­^ ratood (14).
In multispectral linear array designs the essential idea is to increase the spatial
parallelism to the point that only one time sample per forward pixel movement by
the p latform is renii_ired_ q u i r_kl„ dumping charge from thousan,de. of detectors ir	 -1-	 r -1-	 r	 r,•	 ,•, ^••	 uua^lL.p	 .+c UU	 UwI a r^i
a cross-track array into a CCD register for sequential readout between along-track
samples. The pixel dwell time increases to a few milliseconds, the detector
sample rate drops to 500 Hz or so, but the register readout must be clocked in
excess of 1 MHz. The appeal of the multispectral linear array is that it does
away with the moving mirror and the difficulties of accurate and instantaneous
optical axis attitude estimation with moving mirrors; a vibration source is
removed and relatively low frequency attitude estimation may suffice. However,
putting aside spectral'coverage issues for a bit, the gain in system simplicity
Is not without its costs. There are formidable difficulties in holding
dimensions to within a half pixel or so. Current day sensor fabrication
practice provides detector-to-detector spacing or pitch of 15 to 25 micrometers.
In some spectral ranges current technology limits chip array length about 600
detectors. The MLA design study recently completed called for about 12,000
detectors per band; at 20 micrometers pitch, the array would be 240,000
micrometers or nearly 10 inches long. For some wavelength bands about 50 chips
would have to be positioned and abutted to better than one part in 24,000 over
that span to achieve 0.5 pixel location accuracy; the MLA study specification
called for 0.1 pixel location to avoid resampling - this proved to be an
unreasonable specification. The French SPOT system has 3000 sensors in each
array in three VNIR bands and 6000 detectors in the panchromatic band array and
will be placedin orbit in 1984 or 1985.
Acommercially available multispectral linear array camera
Systems (19). It employs 7500 elements across-track in t
the VNIR silicon range, and has readout timing defined by
V/h ratio.
Areal array designs for optical wavelengths can be viewed
close-packed linear arrays. Here the idea Is thatonly a
is built by Itek Optical
free spectral bands in
the aircraft platform
as a collection of
single time sample is
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needed to capture the entire frame scene with the advantage ovar photographic
emulsion array sensors that the same detectors can be used again Immediately
after readout. The primftry disadvantage of an areal array sensor is that it
uses up both spetial dimensions for spatial sampling, leaving no spatial
dimension to be used for spectral sampling. Separate areal arrays would have
to be used for different spectral bands, creating an Inherent registration
problem that appears to be much less severe in either scanners or linear arrvy4f
At this time, the areal array technology limits appear to be about 800x800
detectors in the VNIR (silicon) range, and 64x64 detectors in the SWIR (HgCdTe)
range,
In all of the sensors above the spatial resolution is limited primarily by
detector size and telescope focal length. As stated before, the point spread
function of the system from telescope aperture to and including the detector is
the detector spatial sensitivity pattern convolved with the telescope optics
point spread function. Current practice would indicate that the 86 microradian
IFOV of MSS is now viewed as an acceptable worst case, with TM, SPOT, and
mapping satellite designs indicating that 10 to 50 microradian IFOV's will be
sought In future systems.
Passive microwave spatial sampling schemes include platform motion, scanning by
antenna or detector image plane receiver motion, antenna array phasing, and
double receivers with data reduction based on the van Cittert-Zernike theorem.
Except in the latter case, angular resolution in radians Is limited to
approximately the wavelength divided by the aperture dimension, and typically
is on the order of 0.01 to 0.1 radian. An advanced mechanical conical scanning
microwave radiometer and an L-band electronically scanning microwave radiometer
haf^A h `"en proposed for Spacel ab (20) .
Spatial sampling in active microwave systems is done by slant range (time-of-
flight) and Doppler shift measurements in the received power compared with
the transmitted signal. SAR imagery is a slant range and Doppler azimuth
history map with respect to platform location and attitude. Range determinations
to accuracies of tens of centimeters is possible and accuracies to a few tens
of meters is commonplace. Phase and polarization information are usually
available in addition to amplitude information because of coherent detection of
the received signal and the polarization design of the antenna. To date there
is satellite system experience in SEASAT and Shuttle Imaging Radix, both in L-band.
Spatial resolution of 25x25 meters from typical Earth sensing altitudes is
achieved; this resolution has been accepted by a broad-based user community (21).
Indeed, arguments can and have been made for significantly lower resolution
to reduce data loads for some applications.
The antenna and detector designs in active microwave systems follow good radar
system engineering practice on sensors flown to date. A scanning SAR (SCANSAR)
concept has been proposed (22), as have multiple, independent beams and single
illuminator-multiple receiver beams, referenced in (22). However, in current
systems spatial sampling is accomplished by processing return signals from a
fixed orientation antenna.
Wavelength sampling in optical systems Is typically done in three ways. , First,
electromagnetic power entering a field stop may be dispersed in a prism car'
grating spectrometer. A slit field stop can be used to achieve spatial coverage
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in one dimension and spectral coverage In an orthogonal direction. Such a
system has been described by Wellman (23) using areal arrays in the focal plane.
Aircraft `scanner data have been acquired using prism and grating spectrometers.
One experimental system in the late 1960's used the slit design described above
with an image dissector tube as the areal ditector. The Coastal zone C()Ior
Scanner is a grating spectrometer instrument. Second, several detectors may be
spatially separated in the focal plane and overlaid with interference filters
for the diff't-rent spectral bands. This is the design of MSS, TM, and SPOT and
is also featured in some multispectral linear array proposals. The spectral
data from a given pixel is dispersed in time by this method, either by scanning
mirror motion or forward platform motion; it is necessary to repack the data
stream to have all spectral channels from one pixel available at one time or
memory location. Third, a system of dichroie filters, typically Just before
the focal plane, can be used to dissect the received electromagnetic power by
wavelength. Such designs have been proposed In some muitispectral linear
array work.
The sensor technology per se is an important consiJeration in wavelength
sampling. Silicon is clearly the material of choice below one micrometer, with
a highly developed technology base. Beyond one micrometer mercury cadmium
telluride with various mercury and cadmium proportions according to bandgap
select on appears to be the long range material of choice, though two SWIR bands
in Thematic Mapper are indium antimonide monolithic technology. Indium antimonide,
indium gallium arsenide, and platinum silicide, as well as various extrinsic IR
„t.^.._r._....	 .._..!^_ L_.._ 1__..been	 a. J!_J	 TL^^	 c	 /011 J__.^^.l L_ n.L_.	 71+1, 1Vetec or lmaterl a ls (lave	 studied..	 Trims, e^L. al I. j&-!/ ucJuI IUG 1.11=lc IllulloI 1 1.111 ..
InSb array technology in an issue of the IEEE'Transactions on Electron Devices
devoted N,) IR detectors. HgCdTe technology development has been heavily supported.
Hybrid focal plane array technology with an intrinsic HgCdTe detector array chip
and a :silicon multiplexing and readout electronics chip is wire advanced then fully
monolithic array technology. Yield, uniformity, cross-talk, 1/f noise, aterial
growth, and interconnection are all areas requiring technology development.
Focal plane array technology development and demonstration is currently being
pursued by NASA/GSFC. The fundamental principles underlying the technology are
well understood. However, much good experimental engino.ering research remains
to be done.
In microwave systems the multifrequency transmitter and receiver capability is
desireable but is often implemented by the simple expedient of a complete radar
system for each frequency(t).Unlike the optical portion of the spectrum wherein
wavelengths are much smaller than even the smallest parts of the hardware, the
receiver and transmitter hardware (antenna array elements, feed systems, front-end
microstrip circuitry, T-R devices, etc.) of microwave systems are inherently
strongly wavelength dependent in design. While multifrequency microwave systems
may require creative engineering research and design to achieve efficiencies
through multiple use of common elements or rapidly adaptive elements, the
fundamental principles are well understood here too; this appears to be an
area for technology development.
Polarization information appears to be present in active and passive microwave
sensed data. Both SEASAT and Shuttle Imaging Radar have HH polarization only,
but various aircraft radar systems exist with both single and dual polarization
sets in HH, HV, VH, and VV. Even so, much of the multifrequency and
multipolarization information content evidence come from -a truck-mounted
microwave active spectrometer (26)(20). 	 More complex polarization sensors have
been discussed (20) but not implemented.
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Polarization measurements remain a relatively unexplored area in the optical
wavelengths from either aircraft or spacecraft platforms. Indeed, polarization
sensitivity is currently viewed as something to be minimized in optical sensor
design. Preliminary field work exists that would indicate polarization
information is present in optical wavelengths from renewable resource scenes (27)•
Sensor design to purposely measure polarization at the data rates common in
aircraft and spacecraft systems would challenge optical designers, but again,
fundamental principles are understood,
Phase information is captured as a part of the coherent detection in an active
microwave system but is normally discarded in developing magnitude information
from In-phase and quadrature channels (21). While it may be appropriate to
fundamental research in scene radiation characteristics to investigate possible
phase information content, at the present time phase information is Ignored except
in the pre-image formation processing in SAR.
In microwave radlometry and passive optical sensing systems the received
el-ectromagnetic power is virtually incoherent. Thus there Is no information
to be had In phase other than the lack of coherence, There has been one study
at NASA/GSFC to employ the van Cittert-Zernike theorem to use partial coherence
from an extended source and two radiometers to achieve aperture synthesis for
high spatial resolution microwave radiometry.
True time sampling or multitemporal information extraction is accomplished by
revisits of the platform sensor system, considering normal change rates in
renewable resource scenes. Thus registration of data sets from the same or
different sensors separated in time by weeks, months, or years is the general
rule in time sampling of natural scenes..
In summary, much of the sampling of received electromagnetic power in space,
wavelength, polarization, phase, and time requires technology development and
creative engineering design. There will always be choices to be made among
several workable schemes for such sampling for a specific sensor design based
on desired specifications. However, there is an essential element of fundamental
research need in the very complexity of the electromagnetic sensor design choices
and tradeoffs. We understand the fundamental principles, design parameter
choices, and limits to hardware manifestations of the bits and pieces of a total
sensor. it is not clear that we have enough understanding of how all the parts
go together In overall system performance, nor do we understand how to arrive
at a bes`:. system against some cost/performance criteria by other than trial
and error.
2.5 PRECISION AND ACCURACY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC P9WER MEASUREMENTS
The precision of a sensor measurement is high if it results in stable, consistent
numbers on repeated measurement of the same object. The accuracy is high if the
numbers correctly represent a physical quantity according to some agreed-upon
standard. Precision is mandatory for successful measurements, accuracy is highly
desireable.
Current practice in the optical wavelengths is to perform a ground calibration
of the optical system with nearly 2'ir steradian irradiance of the telescope
aperture from a large integrating sphere with internal quartz-iodine lamps.
Because that system itself involves transfer calibration standards, it is felt
that a 5% absolute radiance calibration is quite difficult to achieve and is
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I. ABSTRACT
Thematic Mapper will be launched on
LANDSAT-D in July, 1982, offering new
spectral data of 30 m ground IFOV resolu-
tion. The French SPOT system is being
built for a mid-80's launch and will fea-
ture rapid data delivery and a guaranteed
t,9n year service continuity. The Japanese
MOS and LOS systems are under development
for
A l /atter-half of the 80's launches.N,IJA
 l/`a ' P' C has recently received complated
design studies for a multispectral linear
array sensor. Results of a study to iden-
tify fundamental research issues in elec-
tromagnetic sensors and signal handling
show that ample technology is available to
design systems to meet user needs; the ma-
jor problem is to get the user to state
those needs in a manner that will lead to
rational system design.
II. THEMATIC MAPPER
Thematic Mapper has been described in
detail by Engel (1). A 41 cm f/ 6 Ritchey-
Chretien t7lescope with a clear aperture
of 1063 cm is preceded by a large main
object plane cross-track scanning mirror
and followed by a scan line corrector mir-
ror assembly. The scan line corrector
assembly jumps forward along
- tT1ck at each
main mirror turn-around and back-scans to
provide truly lateral cross-track scanning
corrected for forward spacecraft motion.
This permits scanning in both sweep direc-
tions for an 85% scan efficiency.
A primary focal plane contains detec-
tor arrays of 16 each in four spectral
bands: 0.45-0 . 52, 0.52-0.60, 0.63-0.69,and
0.76-0.90 um respectively. Ground IFOV is
30 x 30m, and noise equivalent reflectance
change is 0.5 $
 except for the 0.45-O.S2
band where it is 0.8 %.
 Relay optics image
a cooled focal plane array of 16 detectors
each in the SWIR bands of 1.55-1.75 and
2.08-2.35 µm with a It and 2.4$ noise
equivalent reflectance change respectively,
and a 4 detector array at 10.4 . 12.5 um
with a a.SOK noise equivalent temperature
difference.
The multimission mo:'ular spacecraft
carrying Thematic Mapper w lk l^ have a nomi-
nal altitude of 70Skm but- will vary from
696 to 741 km with a variation of 19 km
over a fixed latitude. Low frequency at-
titude control will hold the spacecraft
body axes to 1175 nrad and drift rates to
18 nrad/s. From 0.01 to 0.4Hz attitude
variations are expected to be less than 50
nrad and less than 8 nrad from 0.4 to 7Hz;
primary cause for these ' variations is the
TDRSS antenna drive motors. Jitter at
frequencies greater than 1Hz are expected
to be less than S'urad in roll and lessthan
1.5urad in pitch and yaw. Prakash and
Beyer (2) have described the resampling
processing to address scan gaps caused by
Jitter and scan underlap due to altitude
variations. Dry rotor inertial reference
units estimate body attitude out to 2Hz.
An angular displacement sensor mounted on
Thematic Mapper estimates optical bore-
sight attitude from 2 to 125Hz.
Users may expect to receive computer
compatible archival and product tapes wade
from high density archival and product
tapes at a rate of one scene per day in a
research phase. Archival tapes will con-
tain raw data and headers of systematic
correction data generated from payload
correction data and mirror scan correction
data. Raw attitude, scan mirror, and or-
bit data are not on the archival tapes;
rather, these have been processed into a
set of correction matrices. Product tapes
will contain preprocessed (resampled) data
with geodetic and geometric errors removed
to the extent possible.
II. SPOT
SPOT is a multi spectral and panchroma-
tic linear array sensor to be flown in
1985 in a near-circular 832km sun-synchro-
nous orbit with a 26 day nadir revisit
frequency and a 10:30 a.m. equator cross-
ing. Off-nadir viewing will provide ap-
proximately S or less day viewing inter-
vals, though at angles ranging from near
nadir to 270 off-nadir. Two sensors will
be mounted side by side on the spacecraft
and cover two 60km swaths with 3km over-
lap for a total 117km swath width.
A plane steerable mirror precedes a
Matsukov telescope with an intermediate
folding mirror. While I do not have di-
rect data, it would appear from photos to
have approximately a 90 mm array length
calling for a 1.25m focal length; aper-
ture diameter appears to'be about 40 cm
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for an f/3 system. A 6000 detector array
covers 0.51-0.73 um with a ground IFOV of
10 x 11m. Three multispectral detector
arrays cover 0.50-0.59, 0.61-0.68, and 0.79
-0.89 um in 20 x 20m pixels. Data rates
are 25 M bits/sec in both the multispectral
and panchromatic modes per sensor.
Position uncertainty in the SPOT orbit
will be SOOm in altitude, 500m cross-track,
and 1000m along-track. Attitude will be
controlled to t 0.150. Attitude rates will
be controlled to be less than 7 urad/s for
less than 0.05Hz, less than 4.4, 10.5, and
5.2 urad/s in roll, pitch, and yaw respec-
tively for 0..05-2Hz and less than 3.5 urad/
sec in roll and yaw, less than 7 urad/sec
in pitch for frequencies greater than 2Hz.
One can predict that if SPOT performs
well the VNIR spectral coverage typical of
LANDSAT 1 . 3 will seldom be done with elec-
tromechanical scanners. It should be noted
that an aircraft-mounted pushbroom sensor
in VNIR is commercially available (3).
A unit called SPOT.-IMAGE will market and
distribute data products from a Centre des
Images Spatiales, Level l products contain
basic radiometric and Earth motion correc-
tions. Level la is radiometric processing
to equalize CCD push-broom elements. Level
lb contains a radiometric desmearing due
to satellite motion and further corrects
for Earth rotation, curvative, and view an-
gle, and constitutes the first resimpling.
Level lb is expected to have a geodetic
accuracy of 1000m. Level 2 products in-
clude rectification via ground control
points, but do not include terrain relief;
the geodetic accuracy will be 50m. Finally.,
Level 3 products include digital terrain
model correction for parallax effects, re-
sulting in orthophoto-type imagery and an
expected geodetic accuracy of 10m. Pro-
ducts will be CCT's or 241 mm film at a
scale of 1:400,000, with larger scales al-
so available. 700 scenes/day will be ar-
chived, 50 scenes/day is the expected pro-
duct rate. Level la has a one day produc-
tion time, Level 2 a one week production
time. Users will be guaranteed 10 year
service continuity. Market distribution
expectations circa 1981 are 10% in France,
mostly governmental agencies, 20% for
French companies with interests•in other
countries, 30% United States, both govern-
mental and private interests, and 40% the
remainder of the countries of the world.
III. JAPANESE PLANS
The Japanese plan to launch a marine
observation satellite (MOS) in 1986 with
sensors in the visible, thermal infrared,
and microwave spectral regions. An MOS 2
and MOS 3 are proposed, as are land obser-
vation satellites LOS 1 and LOS 2. Typi-
cal sensors include a push-broom VNIR li-
near array unit with spectral bands at 0.51
-0.59, 0.61-0,69, 0.72-0.80 and 0.80-1.1
um and a ground IFOV of 50 x 50m from a
909km ,,nominal orbital altitude. Further,
a 15 cm aperture radiometer with bands
from 0.5-0.7um, 6-7um, 10.5-11.5, and 11.
S-12.5um is included, with a lmrad IFOV in
the visible and a 3mrad IFOV in the infra-
red. A scanning microwave radiometer is
also part of the sensor package with two
bands at 23.8 and 31 CHz, 2 0
 and 1.5 0 beam
widths respectively, with an 18 rpm conical
scan.
The VNIR sensor will cover a 100km
wide swath usiipg a 2048 element CCD with
40 x 40um detectors, and use an 8 M bits/s
data rate. Six bit quantization with AGC
is used.
The LOS Spacecraft attitude will be
controlled to 0.01 01s roll and pitch, and
0.50/sec in yaw.
IV. MLA DESIGN STUDY
NASA conducted a design study on a
multispectral linear array sensor with the
following requirements:
0 Thematic Mapper VNIR and SWIR bands
• Operation at 283, 470, and 705 km
orbits, 9;30 to 10:30 a.m. equator
crossing
0 15 x 15m IFOV in VNIR, 30 x 30m in
SWIR
0 0.5% relative, 5% absolute within
band radiometric calibration
0 1% relative band-to-band radiomet-
ric calibration
0 Geometric positioning of 20 IFOV's
span in-track, 0.1 IFOV in position
cross- track, parallel in separate
bands to 0.2 IFOV
0 150 field of view
0 Stereo along-track + 260
0 Roll cross-track + 300
Two 150 M bits/s links to TDRSS,
one 100 M bit
Four companies developed designs: Ball
Brothers, Eastman Kodak, Honewell, and
Santa Barbara Research Center (Hughes).
One has been reported in the open litera-
ture by Keene (4) and consists of a r,eflec
-tive Schmidt telescope with interference
filters over 15 x 15um VNIR silicon CCD
detectors and over 25 x 25um HgCdTe detec-
tors in a 30um pitch array.
Overall, the instrument design study
-a
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showed that an instrument built to speci-
fications would be complex, diffi ult, and
expensive. There are typically 500 to
1009 leads to the focal pplane, cooling is
a problem, and the possibility of unifor-
mity of spectral defining filters over
tens of centimeters is an unknown. Large
aperture wide field optics generally calls
for three or more surfaces or non-conic
section surfaces. The registration speci-
fication of 0.1 IFOV is not reasonable,and
0.2 to 0.3 IFOV doesn't look much better.
If the positioning across the entire ar-
ray is worse then 0.3 IFOV or so then To-
sampling is necessary. Further, radiome-
tric calibration requirements are diffi-
cult to meet. The SWIR focal plane array
is a major problem requiring technology
developments that do not appear easy.
Wellman has reported on technologies
for multispectral mapping of Earth resour-
ces (S), concentrating on the pushbroom
approach. He concludes that the technical
problems in order of difficulty (most dif-
ficult first) are
1. SWIR detector array development
2, Large aperture wide field optics
3, Cooling
4. Electronics for large data rates
JPL is working on a design based on
the wide imaging spectrom(V,er (WISP) con-
cept of the 1960 1 s. A dispersing element
(gra'ting or prism) spatially separates
different wavelength components in one di-
mension while a slit field stop determines
a cross-track image line in an orthogonal
direction. Then an areal array can sample
wavelength in one dimension and cross-
track location in the other dimension.
V. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN SENSORS
A study to define fundamental research
issues in electromagnetic sensors and sig-
nal handling is nearing completion. The
area was divided into several categories.
The categories and tentative conclusions
in each will be discussed in turn below,
A, PLATFORM POSITION AND VELOCITY
Earth remote sensing satellites can be
tracked over short arcs to one meter to
tens of meters accuracy depending on trac-
king system complexity. Orbit prediction
models employed over a few days after or-
bit determination by tracking yield posi-
tion accuracies of hundreds of meters to
a kilometer or so. Continuous near real
time tracking using the pending Global
Positioning System will yield position
accuracy of 10 to 100m and velocity accu-
racy of 1 to 10cm/s. Orbit adjustment is
accomplished by well-developed thruster
technology and is limited mainly by orbit
estimation capability. This category is
well -developed in basic knowledge and un-
derstanding, models are available for input
to system design procedures, and future
advancements call for evolutionary engi-
neering improvements,
B, PLATFORM AND SENSOR ATTITUDE AND RATES
Earth remote sensing satellite platform
attitude angles have been measured by hori-
zon sensing and controlled to tenths of a
degree. LANDSAT-D is designed for attitude
measurement and control by star tracking,
Kalman filter gyro drift estimationand
reaction wheels to t 17Sarad bounds. (High
Energy Astronomy Observatory-2 was control
led to t 10 tor25urad and estimated to
better than 10urad while Space Telescope
is designed to achieve t 3Snrad rms point-
ing error. These show potential possibi-
lities for Earth sensors,) Typical low
frequency platform attitude control is li-
mited to a bandwidth on the order of 0.02
Hz.
Vibration and thermal warping effects
offset sensor boresight attitude with re-
sPect to platform attitude. Thermal eff-
ects are low frequency, large (SO to 100
urad/oC or more), and could be measured
with respect to platform axes onboard.
High frequency vibrational Affects are
serious; registration and rectification
success depends on their attenuation. The
problems of vibrational excitation of high
frequency sensor attitude upsets became
evident in the LANDSAT-D design and call ,
for a triaxial angular displacement sensor
with a bandwidth from 2 to 12SHz, mounted
on the Thematic Mapper. General awareness
that the remote sensing platform, its sub-
systems, the sensors, and their subsystems
must be viewed as a complete and interac-
tive system for attitude and attitude rate
estimation and control is recent. This
category of true sensor instantaneous bore
sight estimation and tight broad-band con-
trol of the platform/sensor system can
profit from fundamental experimental re-
search and creative engineering design.
C. OPTICS AND ANTENNAS
Telescope optics have been customarily
of two-surface conic section reflective
design exclusive of pointing and scanning
mirrors. Wide field large aperture de-
signs have been proposed for multispectral
linear array sensors. These designs tend
toward innovative configurations of three
or more elements or non-conical section
optical surfaces. Stray Tight and diffrac--
tion analysis capabilities are not well-
developed for wide field large aperture
systems and are candidates for fundamental
research topics.
Electromechanical scanning is well-de
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Iveloped. It was customary'to correct forscan motion variations from a desired swe-eppattern in LANDSAT 1 . 3. Although The-
madc, Mapper design went to great pains to
achieve a linearity that would avoid cross-
track correction. it will still be neces-
sary to do so. Mirror flexure mode ef-
fects in large oscillating mirrors need to
be considered in system design. Good scan
mirror position estimation and control is a
key issue in high resolution sensors and
calls for design capabilities that border
on the realm of fundamental experimental
research.
Wavelength discrimination is done by
interference filter overlap, dichroic beam
splitters, or dispersing elements in a
post-field stop spectrometer. In the case
of MLA designs the wide field calls for
either uniformity of optical coatings over
long spans of many detector chips or a
wide field spectrometer optical design,
both items of fundamental experimental
research. Electromechanical scanning de-
signs of tens to a few hundred detectors
tend to minimize the wavelength discrimi-
nation problems posed by MLA sensors.
Microwave experimental research op-
portunities exist in multifrequency, mull.
iipolarization systems. Frequency and
polarization specifications tend to deter-
mine size and orientation of antenna com-
ponents; some efforts are being pursued in
overlayed multiple microstrip antenna ar-
ray elements and feeds. Electromechani-
cal conical scanning of the focal plan* of
large dish antennas is common practice for
passive microwave sensing; for space sys-
tems the main requirement is creative
structural design of large, light weight
antennas, Adaptive large antennas such as
line-of-sight scanners and multibeam sys-
tems have been proposed and are valid top-
ics for fundamental experimental research.
Optical designs to measure polarization
information in high data rate sensors are
nonexistent. The normal rule is to design
the system to minimize polarization sensi-
tivity. To the extent that scene radia-
tion studies show polarization information
content in scenes, polarization sensor
designs will call for fundamental experi-
mental research.
D, DETECTORS AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS
Beyond lum wavelength array detector
technology is in a state of active devel-
opment. Indium antimonide, mercury cadm-
ium telluride, indium gallium arsenide,
platinum silicide, and palladium silicide
are materials being investigated. Indium
antimonide at present falls short in cha-
rge transfer efficiency. Most hopeful at
present is HgCdTe detector arrays coupled
by indium bumps to silicon multiplexing
chips. Opportunities for fundamental re-
search in detector technology exist but
have been well-funded by agencies other
than NASA.
Spectral sensitivity, size, and geomet•
ric fidelity in multichip arrays are areas
for fundamental experimental research, So,
too, are areas of spatial and temporal sam-
pling strategies in the focal plane in con-
junction with pointing or scanning mirrors
such as staring areal arrays sequentially
gathering non-contiguous scene samples.
Focal plane packaging, alignment, and
interconnection along with cooling require-
ments call for creative design that may
border on fundamental experimental researcLx-
E, SIGNAL, PROCESSING AND HANDLING
In optical spectral regions the practice
to date has been the return of raw scene
signal data, calibration data, :and space-
craft and payload data by conventional
electronics systems with data compression
where necessary. DC restoration in low
frequency electronics is felt to still be
a problem in achieving absolute calibra-
tion accuracy. Beyond that,_there is a_
large question of how much of the ground
processing can be put in the on-board data
stream, and of that, how much should be
ground-programmable. As orbit and atti-
tude control and estimation capabilities
improve the temptation to at least anno-
tate data on-board will increase. These
are areas for fundamental research inover-
all system design.
The microwave area is fruitful ground
for fundamental research in signal proces-
sing and handling. Direct processing of
SAR data without image formation first,
processing for squint and spotlight modes,
and data compression of raw data are ac-
tive areas where work is needed. Further,
the value of retaining phase information,
which disappears in image formation in
current processing, is totally unknown and
worthy of inquiry.
F. CALIBRATION
This is a very fertile area for funda-
mental experimental research, Current
capability in VNiR is 5% absolute cali-
bration and 1% relative calibration at
the very best. Standard sources, stabi-
lity, spatial uniformity, and sun cali-
brat ion are areas of concern. In the in-
frayed and microwave portions there is
ample room for innovation in calibration
of optics, antennas, and detector systems.
G, SYSTEM DESIGN AND MODELING
While several areas of fundamental re-
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search opportunities in electromagnetic
measurements and signal .handling have been
stated above, the truth is that there is
ample remote sensing technology available
today that could be ut to effective use
if valid system missions statements were
available, We have lots of technologies
available (with some fundamental issues
remaining) but don't know how to string
the technologies together to do 
j
obs, We
don't have a clear idea of what obs to do
because user needs and proof thereof are
vague, perhaps because those who have ac-
tual needs are not aware of what the tech-
nologies could do to meet those needs.
While system design and the models requir-
ed to carry it out may not be viewed as
fundamental research per se, it is an
essential supporting effort to fundamental
research in scene radiation and atmospher-
ic effects characterization, mathematical
pattern recognition and image analysis,
and information utilization and evaluati'an.,
A system design flow is shown in
Figure 1.
DEFINITION
SET OF SCENARIOS
SYSTEM TOP LEVEL.
	
RANGE OF	 ANALYSIS
AVAILABLE_
TECHNOLOGIES
SYSTEM	 RISKS
	
DESIGN	 CONFIGURATIONS
DATA BASE
IDENTIFY RELEVANT
TECHNOLOGIES AND
DETAIL 16SUEs
RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE OP
PROGRAM SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
FIGURE 1. SYSTEM DESIGN`
...solution with fast data delivery(SPOT).
• Provide global coverage over much of
the optical spectral range for fun-
damental research basic data (Thema-
tic Mapper).
• Sense ocean surface characteristics
for inferences on fishing sites
(Japanese MOS).
• Determine global crop production on
an annual basis for several commer-
cially important crops.
• Monitor forest production for a
paper industry.
• Get realf time measurements of soil
moisture.
The first three items clearly call for re-
mote sensing capabilities, but it is con-
ceivable that a system design for a certain
mission might contain little or no remote
sensing component.
Several mission scenarios are selected
as candidates; they may or may not include
remote sensing. If they do, then scenario
choices might consider orbits, coverage
frequency, sampling, inexpensive special
M
sensors distributed data process-
ing for rapid dissemination, long-life
highly reliable sensors, and so on. Each
scenario is subjected to a'system top level
analysis with input from a design data base
and system technologies models through a
simulation capability. Several system
configgurations are generated and a second,
more detailed look is taken at relevant
technologies and their issues; risks are
assessed and fed back to system analysis.
Finally an experimental program or opera-
tional system prototype development is
recommended, and improved data are put in
the design data base. This process should
lead to the sort of technology performance/
cost curves that show significant breakpoi-
nts and thereby allow choice of an effici-
ent system.
The study group felt strongly that this
area of system design was the moat crucial
of missing elements in the U.S. remote
sensing efforts. Whether it is labeled
fundamental research or not, it ought to be
done and should begin with the development
of the technology data base, system models,
and simulation capability, the generation
of prototype missions, and scenario sets
to attain mission objectives.
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A mission is stated,. Several possibili-
ties might be;
Provide global VNIR coverage to the
existing LANDSAT market at finer re-
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